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Rigoror RigorMorfis?Stephen
M. Walt
RationalChoice and SecurityStudies
The past decade has
witnessed a growing controversyover the status of formal approaches in
political science, and especially the growing prominence of formal rational
choice theory.Rational choice models have been an accepted part of the
academic study of politics since the 1950s, but their popularity has grown
in recentyears.1Elite academic departmentsare now expected to
significantly
include game theoristsand otherformalmodelers in order to be regarded as
"up to date," graduate studentsincreasinglyview the use of formalrational
choice models as a prerequisitefor professionaladvancement, and research
employingrationalchoice methods is becoming more widespread throughout
the discipline.2
Is the increased prominence of formal rational choice theory necessary,
inevitable, and desirable? Advocates of formal rational choice approaches
assert that these techniques are inherentlymore scientificthan other analytic
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theUniversity
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I thank the following individuals for their comments on earlier draftsof this article: Graham
Allison, RobertArt,Michael Desch, George Downs, Erik Gartzke,Charles Glaser,JosephGrieco,
RobertJervis,JohnMearsheimer,BarryPosen, JackSnyder,Stephen Van Evera, and the participants at seminarsat Princeton,Rutgers,Duke, and theJohnM. Olin InstituteforStrategicStudies
at Harvard. BarryO'Neill provided an exceptionallydetailed and usefulset of criticisms,forwhich
I am especially grateful,and Ann Ducharme, David Edelstein,and Seth Joneswere able research
assistantsand made valuable suggestionsas well.
1. Seminal early applications of rational choice theoryinclude Anthony Downs, An Economic
Theoryof Democracy(New York: Harper and Row, 1957); Gordon Tullock and James Buchanan,
eds., TheCalculusofConsent(Ann Arbor:Universityof Michigan Press,1962); Thomas C. Schelling,
The Strategyof Conflict(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UniversityPress, 1960); and Mancur Olson,
The Logic of CollectiveAction:Public Goods and the Theoryof Groups(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
UniversityPress, 1965). Surveys of the basic literatureinclude Dennis Mueller, ed., Public Choice
II (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1989); James Alt and Kenneth Shepsle, eds.,
on PositivePoliticalEconomy(Cambridge,U.K.: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1990); and
Perspectives
Peter C. Ordeshook, ed., Models ofStrategicChoicein Politics(Ann Arbor:Universityof Michigan
Press, 1989). An excellent introductorytextbookis James D. Morrow, Game Theoryfor Political
Scientists(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1995).
2. Accordingto one estimate,rationalchoice scholarshipnow comprisesnearly40 percentof the
published articles in the AmericanPoliticalScience Reviezv,and another scholar reports that 22
percentof the APSR articlespublished between 1980 and 1993 were rationalchoice in orientation.
Similarly,the annual reportof the APSR's editorsuggests that15-20 percentof all ASPR submissions and published articleswere rationalchoice in orientation.See Donald Green and Ian Shapiro,
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approaches,and argue thattheuse ofmore sophisticatedmodels has produced
major theoreticaladvances.3 They are also prone to portrayskepticsas methodological Luddites whose opposition restslargelyon ignorance.Thus Robert
Bates draws a distinctionbetween "social scientists"and "area specialists" (a
distinctionthat implies the latter are not scientific),and suggests that the
disciplineis finally"becoming equipped to handle area knowledge in rigorous
ways." Accordingto Bates, these "rigorous ways" are rationalchoice models,
and he chastises area expertsforraising "principled objectionto innovations
... while lacking the trainingfullyto understandthem."4
Not surprisingly,
otherscholars have greetedsuch claims with considerable
skepticism,and argue thatrationalchoice theoryhas yetto produce a substantial number of importantnew hypotheses or well-verifiedempirical predictions.5Indeed, some criticsof rationalchoice methodsquestion whetherformal
techniques are of any value whatsoever,and regard the modeling community
as a group of narrow-mindedimperialistsseeking to impose its preferred
method on the entirediscipline.6
in PoliticalScience(New Haven, Conn.:
Pathologies
ofRationalChoiceTheory:A CritiqueofApplications
Yale UniversityPress, 1995), p. 2; Norman Schofield,"Rational Choice and Political Economy,"
"Report
CriticalReview,Vol. 9, Nos. 1-2 (Winter-Spring1995),p. 210, n. 10-12; and Ada W. Finifter,
1996-97," PS: PoliticalScienceand Politics,Vol.
of the Editorof the AmericanPoliticalScienceReviezv,
30, No. 4 (December 1997), pp. 783-791.
3. For example, the late William Riker once argued thatsocial science laws "must be encased in
a deductive theory,"and suggested that rational choice models were the basis for the only
successfulsocial science theories.Similarly,Bruce Bueno de Mesquita argues that"formal,explicit
theorizingtakes intellectualprecedence over empiricism,"and PeterOrdeshook once claimed that
"understandingpoliticsrequiressophisticatedtools of deduction.... If mathematicsis a necessary
part of that analysis, then such mathematicsis necessarilya part of political theory."See Riker,
on PositivePoliticalEconomy,
"PoliticalScience and RationalChoice," in Alt and Shepsle, Perspectives
pp. 168, 175-177;Bueno de Mesquita, "Toward a ScientificUnderstandingof InternationalConflict:
A Personal View," International
StudiesQuarterly,
Vol. 29, No. 2 (June1985), pp. 121-136; and Peter
C. Ordeshook, "Introduction,"in Ordeshook,ModelsofStrategicChoicein Politics,p. 2.
4. See Robert Bates, "Letter from the President: Area Studies and the Discipline," APSA-CP:
on Comparative
Newsletter
Politics,Vol. 7, No. 1 (Winter1996),pp. 1-2;
oftheAPSA OrganizedSectioni
Bates, "Area Studies and the Discipline: A Useful Controversy,"PS: PoliticalScienceand Politics,
Vol. 30, No. 2 (June1997), pp. 166-169; and BernardGrofman,"The Gentle Art of Rational Choice
and Choice(Ann Arbor:Universityof Michigan
Bashing,"in Grofman,ed., Information,
Participation,
Press, 1993).
"The Rational
5. See Green and Shapiro,PathologiesofRationalChoiceTheory;Raymond Wolfinger,
Citizen Faces Election Day, or What Rational Choice Theories Don't Tell You about American
and Abroad:Essays in
Elections,"in M. Kent Jenningsand Thomas E. Mann, eds., Electionsat Homne
Honorof WarrenE. Miller(Ann Arbor: Universityof Michigan Press, 1993); and Lars Udehn, The
Limnits
TheoryofPolitics(New York:Routledge,
ofPublicChoice:A SociologicalCritiqueoftheEconomnic
1996).
6. See, forexample,ChalmersJohnsonand E.B. Keehn, "A Disaster in theMaking: RationalChoice
and Asian Studies," NationalInterest,No. 36 (Summer 1994), pp. 14-22; and Johnson,"Preconcep-
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The stakes in this dispute are considerable.Because technicalproficiencyis
oftenused as a surrogate for professionalcompetence-and even to define
what constitutes"legitimate"scholarshipin a particularfield-the outcome of
this debate will have a powerful impact on the basic nature of the social
sciences and on the allocation of finiteacademic resources.To put it bluntly,if
reliance on formalmethods becomes the sine qua non of "scientific"inquiry,
then scholars who do not use them will eventually be marginalized within
theirrespectivefields.Like most methodologicaldebates, therefore,
the struggle has been quite contentious.7
One unfortunateresultof this polarization has been the stiflingof genuine
debate on these issues. Instead of debating and acknowledging the actual
strengthsand weaknesses of competing research traditions,scholars are increasinglyreluctantto criticizeone another openly for fear of being seen as
intolerant.Because such a reputationcan have chillingeffectson one's professional prospects (particularlyforyounger scholars),the resultis a narrowing
of intellectualexchange. This is antitheticalto scientificprogress, which is
furtheredby an unfetteredclash of ideas.8
What is at stake goes beyond the evolution of particularacademic departments or the career prospects of individual scholars, however. Much more
important,the outcome of this debate will also guide the nature of scholarly
discourse on importantpoliticaltopics and shape the intellectualcapital of the
scholarlycommunity.Subfieldsthatare dominated by rationalchoice theorists
will inevitablyemphasize certain types of work over others,will privilege
certain questions at the expense of others,and will prize certain analytical
talents ratherthan others.9Thus the debate over the role of formalrational
choice theorywill have a powerful effecton what we thinkwe know about

tion vs. Observation,or the Contributionsof Rational Choice Theoryand Area Studies to ContemporaryPoliticalScience," PS: PoliticalScienceand Politics,Vol. 30, No. 2 (June1997), pp. 170-174.
7. Past examples include the Methodonstreit
among economic theoristsin Germany in the nineteenthcentury,the strugglebetween institutionaland neoclassical economists before and after
World War II, and the "great debate" between so-called behavioralists and traditionalistsin
American political science (including internationalrelations) in the 1960s. See Klaus Knorr and
Politics(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniverJamesN. Rosenau, Contendiing
ApproachestoInternational
over the Souilof Economics:Institutionalist
sity Press, 1967); and Yuval P. Yonay, The Struoggle
ancd
NeoclassicalEconomicsinAmericabetweentheWars(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress,1998).
8. An exceptionto thisobservationis the special issue of CriticalReviezw,
Vol. 9, Nos. 1-2 (WinterSpring 1995), entitled"Rational Choice Theoryand Politics."
9. The same is true forfields that employ nonformalapproaches, of course. The centralpoint is
simplythatthe contentof a fieldof inquiryis inevitablyshaped by the techniquesand procedures
thatare used to study it.
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politics,and thus on what the academic communitywill be able to contribute
to the wider public debate on importantsocial issues.
This articleseeks to advance this debate by evaluating the contributionof
recent formal work in the field of securitystudies. Formal rational choice
theoryhas been part of securitystudies forseveral decades, but recentformal
scholarship is quite differentfrom the seminal early work of scholars like
Thomas Schelling,Daniel Ellsberg, or Mancur Olson. "First-wave" theorists
like Schellingused simple formalillustrationsand did not place much emphasis on mathematical rigor. Indeed, Schelling explicitlywarned against the
tendencyforsocial scientists"to treatthe subjectof strategyas thoughit were,
or should be, solely a branchof mathematics."l0The "second wave" of formal
theorizinghas largely ignored Schelling's warning and placed far more emphasis on formalproofsand mathematicalderivations.The question,therefore,
is whetherthis latest wave of formaltheorizinghas contributedsignificantly
to our understandingof internationalsecurity.
The central aim of social science is to
My argument is straightforward.
develop knowledge that is relevantto understandingimportantsocial problems. Among otherthings,thistask requirestheoriesthatare precise,logically
consistent,original, and empiricallyvalid. Formal techniques facilitatethe
constructionof precise and deductivelysound arguments,but recenteffortsin
securitystudies have generatedcomparativelyfew new hypothesesand have
forthe most part not been testedin a carefuland systematicway. The growing
technicalcomplexityof recentformalwork has not been matched by a corresponding increasein insight,and as a result,recentformalwork has relatively
littleto say about contemporarysecurityissues.
Two caveats should be noted beforeproceeding. First,this articledoes not
offera comprehensiveanalysis of recentformalwork in securitystudies. Space
does not permitme to discuss every application of formaltheoryto a security
studies topic; instead,I have concentratedon the work of a numberof prominent figures in the rational choice field and on scholarship that has been
regarded by membersof thatsubfieldas especially sophisticated.By focusing
on some of the best and most widely cited work, therefore,my sample is if
anythingbiased in favorof formalapproaches.
Second, this article does not compare the relative meritsof formaltheory
withothermethodologicalapproaches. Such a comparisonwould be extremely
valuable, but a proper assessment would require farmore space than is avail10. Schelling,StrategyofConflict,
pp. 10-11, n. 4.
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able here. Moreover,even if one were able to show thata particularapproach
had been especially productive,that would hardly mean that alternativeresearch techniques should be entirelydiscarded.
The remainderof this articleis organized as follows. The firstsection summarizes the basic principlesof rationalchoice theoryand describes the literature under scrutinyin the rest of the article.The second section describes the
essentialaims of social science and discusses several criteriaforjudging a body
of scholarship. I argue that three criteriaare especially important:precision
and empiricalvalidity.The third,fourth,and fifth
and consistency,originality,
sectionsapply these criteriato recentformalwork in securitystudies,focusing
on a number of especially importantor prominentexamples. The last section
summarizes my assessment and offerssome concluding remarks about the
place of formaltheoryin this field.

WhatIs FormalTheory?
Formal rational choice theoryis defined "more by the methodof theoryconstructionthanby the contentof its theories."11
It refersto the use of mathematical models to derive propositions froma set of basic premises. The use of
mathematicshelps ensure logical consistencyamong the propositions,especially when dealing with complex relationshipswhere the use of ordinary
language mightlead to logical errorsor vague predictions.
Formal rationalchoice theoryis more thanjust the assumption of purposive
behavior on the partof social actors(as in the familiar"rationalactor"assumption). Similarly,it does not referto any scholarship that uses simple game
theoryconcepts like the "prisoner'sdilemma" or "mixed strategies"primarily
for heuristicpurposes or as an illustrativeanalogy. Strictlyspeaking, formal
theoryinvolves the constructionof specificmathematicalmodels intended to
representparticularreal-worldsituationsand the use of mathematicsto identifythe specificsolutions ("equilibria") forthe model(s).12
11. See David Lalman, Joe Oppenheimer,and PiotrSwistak, "Formal Rational Choice Theory:A
Cumulative Science of Politics," in Ada W. Finifter,ed., PoliticalScience:State of theDisciplineII
(Washington,D.C.: American Political Science Association,1993), p. 78 (emphasis in original).
12. BarryO'Neill makes a useful distinctionbetween (1) "proto-gametheory"(where formalideas
provide a convenientvocabularyor offerusefulanalogies), (2) "low game theory"(where solutions
to specificgames are used to analyze particularsocial interactions),and (3) "high game theory"
(where scholars constructgeneral proofsforwhole classes of games). See O'Neill, "Game Theory
and the Study of Deterrencein War," in Paul C. Stern,Robert Axelrod, RobertJervis,and Roy
on Deterrence
(London: OxfordUniversityPress, 1989),p. 135. Prominent
Radner,eds., Perspectives
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In securitystudies, formalrational choice theoryusually means the use of
game theory.Game theory is a set of techniques for analyzing individual
decisions, in situationswhere each player's payoffdepends in part on what
the otherplayers are expected to do. Game theorythus differsfromdecisiontheoreticapproaches, which analyze individual utilitymaximization against
an exogenous, noncalculatingenvironment.Because securitystudies generally
focuses on situationswhere actorsfrequentlytryto anticipatewhat otherswill
do, and where the outcome foreach actor will be affectedby the choices that
othersmake, the attractivenessof game theoryis not surprising.13
Formal rational choice theoristsdo not agree on everything,of course, and
thereare importantepistemologicaland methodologicaldifferenceswithinthe
modeling community.Nonetheless, most applications in the field of internationalrelationsor securitystudies employ the followingbasic assumptionsand
techniques.
1. Rational choice theoryis individualistic:
social and political outcomes are
viewed as the collective product of individualchoices (or as the product of
choices made by unitaryactors).
2. Rational choice theory assumes that each actor seeks to maximize its
"subjective expected utility."Given a particularset of preferencesand a fixed
arrayof possible choices,actorswill selectthe outcome thatbringsthe greatest
expected benefits.
3. The specificationof actors'preferencesis subjectto certainconstraints:(a)
an actor's preferencesmust be complete (meaning we can rank order their
preferencefordifferent
outcomes); and (b) preferencesmust be transitive(ifA
is preferredto B and B to C, then A is preferredto C).14
4. Constructinga formaltheoryrequires the analyst to specifythe structure
of the game. This typicallymeans identifying
the set of players,the likelihoods
examples of proto-gametheoryinclude RobertJervis,"Cooperation under the SecurityDilemma,"
WorldPolitics,Vol. 30, No. 2 (January1978), pp. 167-214; and Robert0. Keohane, AfterHegemony:
Cooperation
and Discordin the WorldPoliticalEconomy(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress,
1984). This articlefocuses primarilyon low game theory,which accuratelydescribes the bulk of
recentformalwork in securitystudies.
13. I have not examined the extensive use of operations research and other decision-theoretic
techniquesin the analysis of militarypolicy,largelybecause this work has had less impact in the
social sciences.An encyclopedicsurveyis BarryO'Neill, "Game TheoryModels ofWar and Peace,"
in Robert Aumann and Sergiu Hart, eds., Handbookof Game Theorywith EconomicApplications,
Volume 2 (Amsterdam:Elsevier Science, 1994).
14. A more demanding conditionis that the actors' utilityfunctionsare consistentwith the Von
Neumann-Morgensternexpected utilitytheorem. This theorem imposes additional constraints
(such as the exclusion of infiniteutilities),but is not necessary in simple contexts.See Morrow,
GameTheoryforPoliticalScientists,chap. 2.
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of each player'spatternof preferences,
each player'sinformation
at everychoice
point,and how theysee theirmoves as connectedto the possible outcomes.
5. Once the game is fullyspecified,the analyst usually looks forits equilibrium.An equilibrium is an assignmentof strategiesto the players, such that
each player's strategymaximizes his or her expected utility,given that the
others use their assigned strategies.Thus an equilibrium is a strategyfrom
which a rationalactor would have no incentiveto deviate unilaterally.15
Withina formalrationalchoice model, therefore,
an equilibriumis a prediction.If the game structureis an accurate representationof the phenomenon in
question,and ifthereare no mathematicalmistakes,the equilibria of the game
identifythe only outcomes that are logically possible. These equilibria form
the basis forany subsequent empiricaltesting.16
As noted above, there are importantdifferencesamong formal theorists
regarding the epistemological status of these models. For example, formal
theoristsare divided between those who endorse a "thin" conception of rationality(which assumes only that the actors choose rationally to achieve
whatever goals theymay have) and those who rely on strongerassumptions
("thickrationality")about each actor's preferences.In the lattercase, the analystassumes thatpreferencesare consistentlyordered and also specifieswhat
those preferencesare (e.g., thatthe actors seek to maximize power, or wealth,
or whatever). There are also disputes over whether rational choice theories
must merelybe consistentwith the observed outcome, or whethertheymust
also be consistentwith the actual process by which decisions are made.17 This

15. More precisely,this is the definitionof a "Nash equilibrium,"firstestablishedby JohnNash.
See ibid., pp. 91-98. For a formaldiscussion, see David M. Kreps, "Nash Equilibrium,"in John
Eatwell, Murray Milgate, and Peter Newman, eds., The New Palgrave:A Dictionaryof Economics:
GameTheory(New York:W.W. Norton, 1989), pp. 167-177.
16. As William Rikerputs it,"Equilibria are valuable, indeed essential in theoryin social science
because they are identifiedconsequences of decisions that are necessary and sufficientto bring
themabout. An explanation is . . . the assurance thatan outcome must be the way it is because
of antecedentconditions. This is precisely what an equilibrium provides." See Riker,"Political
Science and Rational Choice," p. 175.
17. The question is whether the actors must consciouslyselect the course of action that will
maximize theirexpected utilitythrougha process of reasoningthat is at least roughlyconsistent
with the logic of the model. Accordingto JonElster,a proper rationalchoice explanationrequires
that"the action must not only be rationalized by the desire and the belief,but it must also be
caused by them and, moreover,caused 'in the rightway."' See his "Introduction,"in Elster,ed.,
RationalChoice (New York: New York UniversityPress, 1986), p. 16; and TerryMoe, "On the
ScientificStatus of Rational Choice Theory,"AmericanJournalof PoliticalScience,Vol. 23, No. 1
(February1979),pp. 215-243.
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latterissue does not affectthe constructionof a formalmodel, but it is critical
to any effortto testits implications.18

How toJudgeSocialScienceTheories
The fundamentalaim of social science is to develop usefulknowledgeabout
human social behavior. Such knowledge may take the formof a deeper and
more accurate understandingof the past, or the elaboration of a new theory
thatexplains some importantaspect of human conduct,or a largelydescriptive
account of a particularsocial group or event. Whatever its precise form,the
essence of the enterpriseis the discovery of powerful,well-founded claims
about human behavior. Social science should not be merely an intellectual
exercise undertakenfor the benefitof its practitioners.Given that what we
know (or thinkwe know) about human natureand social institutionscan have
powerful effectson the fates of whole societies,social science should always
striveto produce accurateand relevantknowledge about the human condition.
Given thisbasic objective,thereare threemain criteriaforevaluating social
science theories.
First,a theoryshould be logicallyconsistentand precise.Other thingsbeing
equal, theoriesthat are stated preciselyand that are internallyconsistentare
An inconsistent
preferableto theoriesthat are vague or partlycontradictory.
theoryis problematicbecause (some of) the conclusionsor predictionsmay not
follow logicallyfromthe initialpremises.In this sense, an inconsistenttheory
createsa falsepictureof the world. Inconsistenttheoriesare also more difficult
to test because it is harder to know if the available evidence supports the
theory.Similarproblems arise when a theoryis vague, because a wider range
of empirical outcomes will be consistentwith the theoryas stated. Precision
also means identifyingunderlying assumptions and boundary conditions,
which helps us guard against applying the theoryin circumstancesforwhich
it is not suited.
The second criterionis degreeoforigitnality.
Although the level of originality
can be difficultto measure and subject to dispute, it is still one of the most
prized featuresof any scientifictheory.We prefercreativeand originaltheories
because they tell us things that we did not already know and help us see
familiarphenomena in a new way. A novel theoryimposes order upon phe18. A good summaryof these issues is found in Green and Shapiro, PathologiesofRationalChoice
Theony.
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nomena that were previously hard to understand,and solves conceptual or
empiricalpuzzles that earlier theoriescould not adequately explain. Not surprisingly,therefore,
both natural and social scientistsplace a premiumon the
creationof new ideas.'9
The final criterionis empiricalvalidity.The justificationfor this criterion
should be obvious as well: the only way to determineifa theoryis trulyuseful
is to compare its predictionsagainst an appropriatebody of evidence. Theories
may be tested eitherby examining the correlationbetween independent and
dependent variables (i.e., do they covary in the manner predicted by the
theory?) or by testing the causal logic directly through detailed processtracing.20

When evaluating a particularresearchtradition,therefore,
we want to know
if its propositionsreceive adequate empirical support. Are effortsto test key
propositions carefullydone, and are the results consistentwith the theory?
Other thingsbeing equal, a research traditionthat ignores or discounts this
requirementis being too easy on itself.
These criteriaprovide a set of hurdles thatany social science approach must
tryto overcome.Althoughall threeare important,thelattertwo criteria-originalityand empirical validity-are especially prized. A consistent,precise yet
trivial argument is of less value than a bold new conjecturethat helps us
understand some importantreal-world problem, even if certain ambiguities
and tensions remain. Similarly,a logically consistentbut empiricallyfalse
theoryis of littlevalue, whereas a roughlyaccurate but somewhat imprecise
theory may be extremelyuseful even though it is still subject to further
refinement. We do not expect every articleor book to receive a high score on

19. Famous examples of especiallyoriginaland fruitful
theoriesinclude Darwin's theoryofnatural
selection,Newton's mechanics,and Einstein'stheoryof relativity.
In the social sciences,one might
point to Keynesian economic theory,collective goods theory,deterrencetheory,the theory of
bureaucratic politics, and the application of cognitive and social psychology to international
conflict.Although some of these theorieslater fell fromfavor,each was properlyregarded as a
creative and potentiallyvaluable conceptual vision, and each spawned a large and influential
literature.
20. On these methods of theorytesting,see Stephen Van Evera, Guide to MethodsforStudentsof
PoliticalScience(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress, 1997).
21. Thus ChristopherAchen and Duncan Snidal argue that the firstwave of rational deterrence
theorywas "astonishinglyfecund, both for theoryand for policy," and of "immense practical
importance."Yet the theorywas not developed throughformal modeling and contains many
featuresthatAchen and Snidal judge to be "woefullyunderconceptualized."See Achen and Snidal,
"RationalDeterrenceTheoryand ComparativeCase Studies," WorldPolitics,Vol. 41, No. 2 (January
1989),pp. 153, 159.
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all threecriteria,of course, but we have reason to be skeptical if a particular
researchtraditionconsistentlyslightsone or more of them.
Let us now consider how well recentformalwork meets these standards.

LogicalConsistency
andPrecision
This section examines whetherformalrational choice methods contributeto
the developmentof logical and precise theories.Afterdescribingthe virtuesof
formalization,I explain why formalizationis neithernecessary nor sufficient
forscientificprogressand considersome of thecosts thatit imposes. I conclude
that although rational choice models can help increase the precision of our
theories,this contributiondoes not justifyprivilegingthem over other social
science approaches.
WHY USE FORMAL

MODELS?

In social science,the main virtueof formalizationis its contributionto logical
consistencyand precision.Accordingto JamesMorrow,the primaryadvantage
of formalmodelingis "the rigorand precision
ofargumentthatit requires."22Not
surprisingly,
therefore,
scholarswho use thesemethodsplace a veryhighvalue
on this criterion.Thus Bruce Bueno de Mesquita has declared that "logical
consistencyis a fundamentalrequirementof all [scientific]hypotheses,"and
he furthersuggests that "our main problem [in the study of international
conflict]is not a lack of facts. . . but a lack of rigorouslyderived hypotheses
that can render our factsinformative."23
Properlyemployed, the formallanguage of mathematicscan impartgreaterprecisionto an argument,and helps
guard againstinconsistenciesarisingeitherfroma failureto spell out thecausal
logic in detail or fromthe ambiguitiesof normal language.24
22. See Morrow,GameTheoryforPoliticalScientists,
p. 6 (emphasis added).
23. Bueno de Mesquita, "Toward a ScientificUnderstandingof InternationalConflict,"p. 128. See
also Steven Brams and D. Marc Kilgour, Game Theoryand National Security(New York: Basil
Blackwell, 1988), p. 2. The mathematicaleconomist Gerard Debreu offersa similar defense of
abstractmodeling, arguing that "economic theory has had to adhere to the rules of logical
discourse and must renounce the facilityof internalinconsistency.A deductive structurethat
toleratesa contradictiondoes so under the penalty of being useless, since any statementcan be
derived flawlesslyand immediatelyfromthatcontradiction."See Debreu, "The Mathematization
of Economic Theory,"AmericanEconomicReviezv,Vol. 81, No. 1 (March 1991), pp. 2-3. For a
typicallywittyrebuttalof Debreu's claims, see Deidre N. McCloskey,The VicesofEconomists-The
VirtuesoftheBourgeoisie(Amsterdam:AmsterdamUniversityPress, 1996), pp. 78-81.
24. KennethArrowoffereda similarassessmentmore thanfourdecades ago, writingthat"mathematics... is distinguishedfromthe otherlanguages habituallyused by the social scientistschiefly
by its superiorclarityand consistency."Arrow,"MathematicalModels in the Social Sciences," in
Daniel Lemer and Harold D. Lasswell, eds., ThePolicySciences(Stanford,Calif.:StanfordUniversity
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In thissense, expressingan existingtheoryin formallanguage provides one
type of test: Do the predicted consequences follow logically fromthe stated
premises?In thissense, formalizationcan give us greaterconfidencein theories
that were originallystated in verbal form.Formalization can also make the
assumptions that drive a conclusion more apparent,therebyspurringfurther
investigationand discouragingany tendencyto overgeneralize.
These virtuesshould not be dismissed lightly.In the fieldof securitystudies,
forexample, formalanalysis has shown thatcertainwidely accepted propositions were not strictlydeducible from the standard premises, as in Robert
Powell's formal demonstrationthat the state with higher resolve may not
always prevail in a nuclear crisis.25Similarly,a formalmodel can suggest new
ways to interpreta body of empiricaldata, as in JamesFearon's use of a simple
bargainingmodel to show how selection effectscan alter how one interprets
historicalcases of extended deterrence.26
Finally,formaltheorycan also provide the tools to analyze especially complex interactions,where one mightnot
be able to work throughthe causal processes in purelyverbal form.Thus, even
if formaltechniques made no other contribution,theircapacity to verifyand
maintainlogical consistencyis an undeniable asset.
WHY FORMALIZATION

IS NEITHER

NECESSARY

NOR SUFFICIENT

FOR SCIENTIFIC

PROGRESS

This endorsementof formalizationneeds to be qualified in several important
respects,however. First,the use of formaltechniquesis not a prerequisitefor
logical consistency.Many nonformalworks of natural and social science contain precise,logically consistenttheories,which casts doubt on the claim that
formalmethods are a necessary part of science.27Darwin's theoryof natural
Press, 1951), p. 129. See also David M. Kreps, GameTheoryand EconomicModelling(Oxford,U.K.:
OxfordUniversityPress, 1990), pp. 6-7.
25. See Robert Powell, Nuclear DeterrenceTheory:The Searchfor Credibility(Cambridge, U.K.:
Cambridge UniversityPress, 1990).
26. JamesD. Fearon, "Signaling versus the Balance of Power and Interests:An EmpiricalTest of
a Crisis BargainingModel," Journalof CotflictResolution,Vol. 38, No. 2 (June1994), pp. 236-269.
Strictlyspeaking, one does not need a formalmodel to recognize thatselection effectsshould be
taken into account when interpreting
the success or failureof deterrence.For a nonformaldiscussion of the same point, see JackLevy, "QuantitativeStudies of DeterrenceSuccess and Failure,"
in Sternet al., Perspectives
pp. 117-120.
on Deterrence,
27. Examples from the social sciences include Benjamin Cohen's restatementsof the various
The PoliticalEconomyofDominance
strandsof Marxisttheoryin Cohen, The QuestionofImperialism:
and Dependence(New York: Basic Books, 1973); Andrew J.R.Mack, "Why Big Nations Lose Small
Wars: The Politics of AsymmetricConflict,"WorldPolitics,Vol. 27, No. 2 (January1975), pp. 175200; StanislavAndreski,MilitaryOrganizationand Society(Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress,
DomesticPoliticalAlignments
1971); Ronald Rogowski, Commerceand Coalitions:How TradeAffects
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selection,for example, was not formulatedin axiomatic terms,and Darwin
could not even specifythe full causal mechanism by which favorable traits
were passed on to successive generations.Yet thetheorywas clearlya stunning
achievement.28
Second, complete logical consistency-and in particular,the ability to deduce testablepropositionsfroma set of general assumptions-is neithernecessary nor sufficientfor scientific progress. Larry Laudan notes that
"inconsistenttheorieshave oftenbeen detected in almost all . .. branches of
science," and argues thateffortsto resolve such inconsistenciesoftenforman
importantpart of specificresearchtraditions.29
Some evidence even suggests
thatworkingscientistsroutinelyignore the strictcanons of logic in theirdaily
work, and are more prone to inferential"errors"than are ordinarycitizens.30
The social sciences are repletewith inconsistentor incompletebut nonetheless highlyuseful theories.JohnMaynard Keynes's GeneralTheorycontains a
number of importantgaps and inconsistencies(whose explorationdominated
the macroeconomicresearchagenda forseveral decades), but it was nonetheless a major watershed in economic thought.3'Similarly,Mancur Olson's The
(Princeton,N.J.: PrincetonUniversityPress, 1989); JohnJ. Mearsheimer,Conventionlal
Detewrence
(Ithaca,N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress, 1983); RobertD. Putnam with RobertLeonardi and Rafaella
Y Nanetti, Making DemocracyWork:Civic Traditionsin Modern Italy (Princeton,N.J.: Princeton
UniversityPress, 1993); RobertA. Pape, Bombingto Win:Air Powerand Coercionin War (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress, 1996); Norman H. Nie, JaneJunn,and Ken Stehlik-Berry,
Education
and DemocraticCitizenshipin America(Chicago: Universityof Chicago Press, 1997); and Chaim D.
Kaufmann,"Out of the Lab and Into the Archives:A Method forTestingPsychological Explanations of Political Decision Making," International
StudiesQuarterly,
Vol. 38, No. 4 (December 1994),
pp. 557-586.
28. Moreover,Darwinians remained deeply divided over a numberof centralfeaturesof natural
See RobertJ.Richards,Darzvinand
selection,such as the inheritability
of acquired characteristics.
theEmergence
ofEvolutionary
TheoriesofMind and Behavior(Chicago: Universityof Chicago Press,
1987).
29. Laudan goes on to say that "the only conceivable response to a conceptual problem of this
kind is to refuseto accept the offendingtheoryuntilthe inconsistencyis corrected,"but he cautions
that"the refusalto acceptan inconsistenttheoryneed not require thatone cease workingon such
a theory."See Laudan, Progressand Its Problems:Towardsa Theoryof ScientificGrowth(Berkeley:
Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1977), pp. 49-50, 230 n. 5 (emphasis in original).
30. Commentingon a study of the psychologicaltraitsof scientists,the biologistand philosopher
of science David L. Hull points out that"in deductive logic reasoningfrom'if p then q' and 'q' to
'p' is fallacious.... When scientistsand nonscientistswere tested,scientiststended to committhis
errormorefrequentlythanordinarypeople. They also tended to reason quite rapidlyfromminimal
data to possible explanations.... Afterall, scientistsare involved primarilyin nondemonstrative
formsof inference,and by definitionnondemonstrativeinferencesfail the canons of deductive
theconsequentmay be in deductivelogic,it is centralto science."See
logic. As fallaciousas affirming
David L. Hull, Scienceas a Process:An Evolutionary
AccountoftheSocialand ConceptualDevelopment
ofScience(Chicago: Universityof Chicago Press, 1988), p. 301 (emphasis added).
31. See Marc Trachtenberg,
"Keynes Triumphant:A Study oftheSocial Historyof EconomicIdeas,"
and Society:Studiesin theSociologyof
in RobertAlun Jonesand Henrika Kuklick,eds., Knozvledge
CulturePast and Present(Greenwich,Conn.: JAIPress, 1983).
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LogicofCollectiveActioncontainsa number of logical ambiguities,yet is properly regarded as a seminal contribution.32
In internationalrelations,Kenneth
Waltz's TheoryofInternational
Politicsargues thatbipolar worlds are stable in
part because the two leading powers would compete everywhereand thus
reduce the danger of miscalculation. But Waltz also argues that peripheral
areas are of littleor no strategicconsequence, which raises the question of why
a rational superpower would compete there in the firstplace. Despite this
contradiction,Waltz's theoryhas probably been the most influentialwork in
the fieldover the past two decades, and deservedly so.
These examples suggest thatalthoughlogical consistencyis highlydesirable
and effortsto achieve it are a centralaim of science,it is not the only thingwe
look forin a theory.Put differently,
an incompletebut highlysuggestivetheory
may be an importantadvance, even ifit requires additional work to clarifyits
deductive logic and identifycriticalassumptions and boundary conditions.
Logical consistencyis also insufficient
when a theory'score assumptionsare
subject to question. Formal rational choice models derive logical conclusions
from a set of initial premises about how human beings (or states) make
decisions.33If human decisions in the real world are not made in the way that
rational choice theoristsassume, however,then the models may be both deductivelyconsistentand empiricallywrong.34
For example, many formalmodels relax the assumption of fullinformation
by making additional assumptions about the way each player will revise his
or her beliefs.35Such models typicallyassume that actors with incomplete

32. For example, Olson argued thatsmall groups are more likelyto provide a collectivegood than
are largergroups,based on the claim thateach member'sshare of the good will decline as group
size increases,therebydecreasing the individual incentiveto contribute.This argumentassumes
thatthe collectivegood is not in "joint supply" (meaning thatconsumptionby one actor does not
reduce the amount available to others),and ignores the possibilitythat certaincollective goods
(such as the abilityto lobbylegislatorson behalfofsome position)may requirea large membership
to be effective.See Russell Hardin, CollectiveAction(Baltimore,Md.: JohnsHopkins University
Press, 1982), chap. 3.
33. A good critiqueof the utilityassumptionscommon to rationalchoice theoryis Amitai Etzioni,
TheMoral Dimension:Towarda New Economics(New York:Free Press,1988). I am indebtedto Robert
Jervisforbringingthis source to my attention.
34. Of course,such theoriesmay do a betterjob ofexplainingand predictingthando rival theories.
This is an empiricalissue, however,which is one of the main reasons why it is necessaryto subject
rationalchoice models to carefulempiricaltesting.
35. More sophisticatedmodels also make heroicassumptionsabout the abilityof actorsto perform
complex calculationsto determinewhat course of action to take. This implicitassumptionreveals
a modest irony:formalmodelers are admired because theyare able to devise elaborate games and
work out increasinglycomplicated solutions,yet the games themselvesare supposed to describe
the behavior of ordinaryhuman beings (or collectivities)who have never had a course in game
theoryand may not even understandsimple algebra.
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informationwill revise their initial beliefs according to Bayes's rule, which
stateshow probabilityestimatesare optimallyrevised in lightof new information.36Bayes's rule is a principleof probabilitytheory,however,not an empirical law of human decisionmaking. Quite the contrary,in fact,for there is
abundant experimentalevidence confirmingthathuman beings do not revise
theirbeliefsin this manner.37This resultmeans thata formalmodel in which
actors revise theirbeliefsaccording to Bayes's rule can be logically consistent
but empiricallyfalse,because the predictionsit generateshave been calculated
with an empiricallyinaccuratealgorithm.
Another reason why logical consistencyis not enough is the well-known
problem of "multiple equilibria." Over the past threedecades, game theorists
have devised ways to build more realistic models by relaxing certain key
assumptions (such as the beliefthatthe players have fullinformation).Unfortunately,these more complicated games often contain several equilibrium
solutions (i.e., solutions a rational actor would not depart fromunilaterally),
which means that logical deduction alone cannot tell you which outcome is
going to occur.38This problem is compounded by the so-called folk theorem,
36. Bayes's rule states that the probabilitythat a particularstate of the world is true given the
occurrenceof a particularevent is the probabilitythat both the state and the event will occur,
divided by the probabilitythatthe event will occur independentof the actual state of the world.
Formally,if thereare two possible states of the world (X and Y), and an event A, Bayes's rule can
be writtenas
p(X/A)

p(X)p(A/X)
p(X)p(A/X) + p(Y)p(A/Y)

37. See Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky,"On the Psychology of Prediction,"Psychological
Review,Vol. 80, No. 4 (July1973),pp. 237-251; David Grether,"Bayes Rule as a DescriptiveModel:
Vol. 95, No. 3 (November 1980),
The RepresentativenessHeuristic,"QuarterlyJournalofEconomics,
Behaviorand Human
pp. 537-557; and Maya Bar-Hillel,"Similarityand Probability,"Organizational
Performance,
Vol. 11, No. 2 (April 1974), pp. 277-282. For general discussions of the rationality
assumption in economics,see Robin M. Hogarth and Melvin W. Reder,eds., RationalChoice:The
ContrastbetweenEconomicsand Psychologly
(Chicago: Universityof Chicago Press, 1987); and Karen
Schweers Cook and MargaretLevi, eds., The LimitsofRationality
(Chicago: Universityof Chicago
Press, 1990). A criticalassessment of the use of Bayesian assumptions in game theoryis Ken
Binmore,"DeBayesing Game Theory,"in Binmore,Alan Kirman,and Piero Tani, eds., Frontiersof
GameTheory(Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 1993).
38. For example, Harrison Wagner's 1992 article on rationalityand misperceptionpresents a
two-stagegame in which a potentialchallengeris uncertainabout the willingnessof the defender
to retaliate.Wagnershows thatthereis an equilibriumin which a strongdefenderalways retaliates
in the firststage (so as to deter a challenge in stage 2), while a weak deterrerretaliatesonly
occasionally,and the challengeris more likelyto be deterredin stage 2. But as BarryO'Neill has
pointed out, the model contains anotherequilibriumin which neitherstrongnor weak deterrers
retaliatein stage 1, and the challengeralways challenges in the second. See R. Harrison Wagner,
Politics,Vol. 4, No. 2
"Rationalityand Misperceptionsin DeterrenceTheory,"JournalofTheoretical
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which says thatin repeated games with incompleteinformationand an appropriate discount forthe futurepayoffs,thereare always multipleNash equilibria.39Although it is sometimes possible to identifywhich equilibria will be
preferred-Schelling'sfamous discussion of "focal points" was an important
in thisarea-"formal mathematicalgame theoryhas said littleor nothing
effort
about where these expectationscome from."40
Within the field of game theory,the main response to the problem of
multiple equilibria was to develop more restrictive"solution concepts."41A
solution concept (such as "Nash equilibrium,""subgame perfectequilibrium,"
or "perfectBayesian equilibrium") is a set of restrictionson what a "rational"
actor would do. In a formalmodel of bargaining,forexample, a more refined
solution concept will eliminate certainequilibria by forbiddingplayers from
making logically permissiblebut otherwise incredible threats,or by placing
certain limits on the inferencesthat players may draw from one another's
behavior. By formallyrestrictingcertain choices, more refinedsolution concepts eliminate some of the equilibria and therebypermitmore determinate
predictions.The problem is that the empirical predictions one draws may
depend on the particular solution concept that is employed.42Thus more
(April 1992), pp. 115-142; and BarryO'Neill, "Are Game Models of DeterrenceBiased towards
Arms-Building?:Wagner on Rationalityand Misperception,"Journalof Theoretical
Politics,Vol. 4,
No. 4 (October 1992), pp. 472-473.
39. See Drew Fudenbergand Eric Maskin, "The Folk Theoremin Repeated Games with Discounting or IncompleteInformation,"Economnetrica,
Vol. 54, No. 3 (May 1986), pp. 533-554.
40. Kreps, Game Theoryand EconomicModelling,p. 101. The inabilityof some formalmodels to
identifyclear predictionshas led some formaltheoriststo invoke ideas, institutions,
or cultureas
exogenous, ad hoc variables in order to explain which of the various equilibria is chosen. In these
accounts,however,the exogenous variables are doing the real work of explaining the outcomes;
the game itselfis essentiallya descriptiveframeworkin which to embed the narrative.See, for
example,David Kreps, "Game Theoryand CorporateCulture,"in Alt and Shepsle, Perspectives
on
PositivePoliticalEconomy;GeoffreyGarrettand BarryR. Weingast,"Ideas, Interests,and Institutions: Constructing the European Community's Internal Market," in Judith Goldstein and
Robert 0. Keohane, eds., Ideas and ForeignPolicy:Beliefs,Institutions,
and PoliticalChange(Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress, 1993); and Mark Blyth,"'Any More BrightIdeas?': The Ideational
Turn in Comparative Political Economy," ComparativePolitics,Vol. 29, No. 2 (January1997),
pp. 229-250.
41. The search forincreasinglyrefinedsolution conceptsmay be going out of fashionamong pure
game theorists,in part because there is no good way to determinewhich concepts should be
preferred.I am indebted to Michael Chwe fordiscussion on this point.
42. This point is nicely made in BarryNalebuff's 1991 article on reputationbuilding. Like the
Wagnerarticlejust discussed, Nalebuff'smodel depicts situationswhere a state is contemplating
intervention
in one area to detersubsequent interventionselsewhere.The problemis thatit is not
clear how otheractors will interpretdifferent
responses. Interveningcould be seen as a sign of
weakness ("I will intervenenow because I cannot meet a later challenge and am thereforetrying
to bluff"),or it could be seen as a sign of strength("I will intervenenow to demonstratehow
strongI am"). The model generates multipleequilibria-for example, thereis an equilibriumin
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realisticgame models can be both logicallyconsistentand indeterminatein the
absence of subjectivejudgments about the particularequilibria the actors are
going to prefer.
These criticismsof rational choice theory are not new, and sophisticated
game theoristsare fullyaware of the limitationsof the method as well as the
strengths.Nor do these difficultiesdiscreditthe use of formalmodels, including such effortsin the field of securitystudies. But these concerns ought to
sound a cautionarynote. In game theory,as in life,one rarelygets something
for nothing.One can relax the unrealisticassumption of full information,for
example, but only at the cost of unrealisticassumptions about the way that
actors update beliefsand the abilityof real-worlddecisionmakersto perform
complex calculations.Althoughlogical consistencyand precisionare desirable
and formaltechniquescan help us achieve them,thiscapacitydoes not ensure
accurate or useful resultsby itself.By themselves,in short,the potentialgains
in precision and logical consistencydo not demonstratethe superiorityof
formaltechniques over otherapproaches.
THE COSTS

OF FORMALIZATION

Moreover,the potential increase in precision and consistencyis bought at a
price. Unlike the firstwave of formal theorizing,which relied on simple
models largely for illustrativepurposes, recentformalwork has become less
and less "user-friendly."
Some of the inaccessibilityarises fromthe use of more
sophisticatedmathematics,but an equally serious barrieris the tendencyfor
many formaltheoriststo presenttheirideas in an overlycomplex and impenetrablemanner.In general,formaltheoristsrelyheavily on a specialized jargon
and what Donald McCloskey has termeda "scientistic"style,in which formal
proofs,lemmas,and propositionsare deployed to lend a quasi-scientificpatina
to otherwisesimple ideas.43Formal methods also make it easier to bury key
assumptions withinthe model, therebyforcingreaders to invest considerable
time and effortto unearththe basic logic of the argument.

which all states intervenewhetherthey are strongor weak, and another where no states intervene-and Nalebuff goes on to show that the question of whether interventionis "rational"
depends on the solution concept that is employed. See Nalebuff,"Rational Deterrence in an
ImperfectWorld," WorldPolitics,Vol. 43, No. 3 (April 1991), p. 329.
43. See Donald N. McCloskey,The RhetoricofEconomics(Madison: Universityof WisconsinPress,
1985); and McCloskey,Knowledgeand Persuasionin Ecoomnics(Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1994), especially chap. 9.
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The obvious defenseof increasedformalizationis simplythatthisis theprice
thatmustbe paid fortheoreticalprogress.We do not expectphysiciststo dumb
down superstringtheory;by the same logic, one should not expect formal
theoriststo simplifytheir work to help other scholars understand it. This
argument has some merit. Sophisticated mathematical tools have been of
considerablevalue throughoutthe social sciences,and one would never want
to rule out such techniquesa priori.But the increased emphasis on mathematizationis not an unalloyed good, particularlyifit does not yield a substantial
increase in explanatorypower.
First,otherthingsbeing equal, a theorythatis easy to grasp and understand
is inherentlyeasier to evaluate than one that is impenetrable or obscure.
Accessibilityincreases the number of potential critics,therebyincreasingthe
number of challenges that a theory is likely to face. Facilitatingpotential
challengescontributesto rigor,because the largerthe audience thatcan understand and evaluate a theory,the more likelyit is that errorswill be exposed
and correctedand the bettera theoryhas to be in order to retainapproval. By
contrast,an incorrecttheorythat is presented in an opaque or impenetrable
way may survive simply because potentialcriticscannot figureout what the
argumentis.44
Indeed, when a researchtraditionprizes mathematicalrigorabove all else,
incorrector trivialideas may survive because theyare presentedin a technically impressiveway. As Thomas Mayer has written,"With modeling held in
such high regard,thereis the danger thata trivialidea, ifit is accompanied by
a large enough bodyguard of equations, will succeed in surmountingthe
refereeingprocess. Many published models merely 'algebray' the obvious."
Even scholars who have mastered the requisitetechniques may be forced"to
plough throughan elaborate set of equations to get at what could have been
said much more briefly."45
Second, the time invested learningformaltechniquesis time thatcannot be
spent learninga foreignlanguage, masteringthe relevantdetails of an importantpolicy issue, immersingoneselfin a new body of theoreticalliterature,or
compiling an accurate body of historicaldata. Similarly,the time required to
44. This principle is not limited to scholarship using mathematicsor other technical tools. If
qualitativework is writtenin obscure and inaccessible jargon, or it is based on source materials
thatare not available to otherscholars,this will inhibitcriticalevaluation and make it easier for
dubious work to evade challenge.
45. See Thomas Mayer, TruthversusPrecisionin Economics(Aldershot,U.K.: Edward Elgar,1993),
pp. 123-127.
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understand an elaborate formaldemonstration(or the time spent perfecting
the mathematicaldetails of one's own models) is time that cannot be spent
questioning underlyingassumptions or testingthe empirical validity of the
argument.My point is not that these other skills are more valuable than the
use of formaltechniques,merelythatthereare opportunitycosts involved in
relyingon any one particularanalyticapproach.
Finally,a logically consistentand mathematicallyrigoroustheoryis of little
value ifit does not illuminatesome importantaspect of the real world. As the
economistGeorge Stigler(who was hardlyopposed to rationalchoice theory)
once commented:"At leading centersof economic theory. . . it has been the
practiceto ask: Is the new theorylogicallycorrect?That is a good question but
not as good as the second question: Does the new theoryhelp us to understand
observable economic life?. . . Until the second question is answered, a theory
has no standingand thereforeshould not be used as a guide to policy."46And
even if a formaltheorydoes contributeto scholarlyunderstanding,a forbidding level of technicalcomplexitywill make it more difficultforpolicymakers
to use, therebyreducingits practicalvalue.
Once again, these argumentsdo not imply that formalmodeling is not a
useful part of the social science toolkit.Rather,theysuggest thatthis research
traditionhas both strengthsand limitations;it imposes costs as well as conferringbenefits.The technicalcomplexityof recentformalwork mightbe justified
ifthesetechniquesled to lots ofusefulnew hypotheses,and ifthesehypotheses
were well supportedby carefulempiricaltests.In otherwords, ifformalization
was more likelythan other approaches to produce importantpolicy-relevant
knowledge, then we might (rationally)disregard these costs. As I shall now
show, however,this does not seem to be the case.

and Originality
Creativity
recentrationalchoice
Despite the confidentclaims of some of its practitioners,
work in securitystudies has not produced a noteworthynumberof important
new theoriesor hypotheses.Formal rational choice theoristshave refinedor
qualifieda numberof existingideas, and theyhave provided formaltreatments
of a number of familiarissues. When compared to other researchtraditions,
however,theirproductionof powerfulnew theoriesis not very impressive.

46. Quoted in ibid., pp. 27-28.
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The lack of originalitytakes two closely related forms.The firstformI term
"methodological overkill"; the second might be called the problem of "old
wine in new bottles." Let us consider each phenomenon in turn,along with
some prominentillustrativeexamples.
METHODOLOGICAL

OVERKILL

Methodological overkillrefersto the tendencyof some elaborate formalmodels to yield rathertrivialtheoreticalresults.Here the problem is not that the
argumentsare incorrect;rather,the problem is that the elaborate formalmachinerydoes not produce very interestingfindings.
EXAMPLE NO. 1. James D. Morrow,"Capabilities, Uncertainty,
and Resolve:
A Limited InformationModel of Crisis Bargaining."4 This articlepresentsa
complex model of crisis bargaining,which assumes that states are uncertain
about the balance of power, specificmilitaryadvantages, and the opponent's
resolve. The model is a fairlyrealisticdepiction of some of the factorsthat
influencecrisisbargaining,and Morrow also offerssome informaltestsof the
model's predictions.
Morrow's sophisticated model yields rather trivial results.
Unfortunately,
The centralfindingis thatcrises and wars do not arise in the absence of some
formofuncertainty,
a propositionthathas been advanced by a numberofother
scholars in the past. Morrow also finds that "war is most likely when the
initiator'sforcesare superior to the defender'sforces,although war becomes
unlikelywhen the initiatoris grosslysuperiorto the defender."The model also
reveals that "militarilyweak nations are willing to initiatecrises when they
hold advantages that compensate fortheirobjectivemilitaryinferiority,"
and
"as the status quo becomes more favorableto the initiator. . . crises and wars
become less likelybecause deterrenceis more likelyto hold." The model also
shows that "the costs of war do discourage the sides from fighting,"and
suggests that"crises do not occur when the initiatorholds strongbeliefsthat
thedefenderhas an advantage, regardlessof the truestateof affairs"(pp. 956957,959). In otherwords, statesdo not begin a crisiswhen theythinkthe other
side has a big advantage. There is nothingobviously wrongwith these conjecabout them either.
tures,but nothingvery earth-shattering

47. JamesD. Morrow,"Capabilities, Uncertainty,and Resolve: A Limited InformationModel of
CrisisBargaining,"American
JournalofPoliticalScience,Vol. 33, No. 4 (November 1989),pp. 941-972.
Subsequent referencesto works discussed appear in parenthesesin the text.
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EXAMPLE NO. 2. Jeffrey
S. Banks, "EquilibriumBehavior in Crisis Bargaining
Games."48This articledevelops a formalsolution to certainbargaininggames
of incompleteinformationthatis robustwith respectto the actual specification
of the game. In otherwords, Banks shows thata certainclass of formalresults
do not depend on the individual featuresof the game (e.g., the specificnumber
of moves, the order in which the players choose, etc.).
What new hypotheses does the analysis yield? Afterelaboratinga simple
two-actormodel in which one player possesses privateinformationabout the
benefitsand costs of war, Banks demonstratesthat"in any equilibriumof any
game with the above format,the probabilityof war is an increasingfunction
of the expected benefitsfromwar of the informedplayer." He elaborates: "In
any equilibriumof a crisisbargaininggame . . . 'stronger'countries(i.e., those
with greaterexpected benefitsfromwar) are more likelyto end up in a war;
yet if the bargainingnegotiationsare successfuland war is averted,stronger
countriesreceive a bettersettlementas well" (p. 601). In other words, states
that know they will reap greaterbenefitsfromwar are more likely to enter
one; and states with greaterpower (and greaterincentivesforwar) can strike
a betterdeal when bargainingshortofwar. Few internationalrelationsscholars
will find these results surprising,even if one accepts that the model is an
accurate representationof real-worldcrises.49
UncerEXAMPLE NO. 3. D. Marc Kilgour and Frank C. Zagare, "Credibility,
tainty,and Deterrence."50Kilgour and Zagare constructa three-stageformal
model of deterrencethatis explicitlydesigned to incorporateuncertaintyabout
each player's willingness to retaliate.The model also allows the players to
revise theirbehavior in lightof the opponent's prior conduct. The model and
the analysis are fairlysophisticated,but the theoreticaland practicalresultsare
forthe most part affirmations
of the conventionalwisdom.
Kilgour and Zagare suggest thatthe "signal contribution"of the model is to
provide a "measure of the circumstancesin which deterrencecan emerge in
an uncertain world" (p. 326). The actual results are not very illuminating,
however. For example, the authors also findthat (1) "the highereach player's
evaluation of the . . . status quo, the more likely the sure-thingdeterrence
equilibriumexists" (p. 321); (2) "deterrencestabilityis enhanced by increasing

of
48. Jeffrey
S. Banks, "Equilibrium Behavior in Crisis Bargaining Games," AmericanJoturnal
PoliticalScience,Vol. 34, No. 3 (August 1990), pp. 599-614.
49. It is worthnotingthatthis articledoes not offerany empiricalsupport forits claims.
50. D. Marc Kilgour and Frank C. Zagare, "Credibility,Uncertainty,and Deterrence,"American
JournalofPoliticalScience,Vol. 35, No. 2 (May 1991), pp. 305-334.
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the costs associated with mutual punishment"(p. 321); and (3) "if at least one
playeris willingto endure the costs of mutual punishment,deterrencecan, but
need not, fail" (p. 323). They conclude that "when the credibilityof each
player's threatis sufficiently
high, deterrenceis very likely,"and furtherobserve that"in core areas, where both players have inherentlycredible threats,
increasingthe costs of mutual punishmentpast a certainpoint does littleto
enhance deterrencestability."Given these familiarresults,it is not surprising
thattheyrecommend"policies of deterrencethatare sufficientto inflictunacceptable damage on an opponent yet are survivableenough to be available for
a retaliatoryattack," and that they endorse arms control, single-warhead
ICBMs, hardened silos, and other familiar elements of nuclear strategy
(pp. 326-327, emphasis in original). In short,Kilgour and Zagare have reinvented the central elements of deterrencetheory without improving on it,
despite the elaborate formalexercisetheyperform.51
EXAMPLE NO. 4. David Lalman and David Newman, "Alliance Formation
and National Security."52This article develops an expected utilitymodel of
alliance formationand testsit against a body of quantitativedata. The analysis
is straightforward
and clearlypresented,but the conclusions are prosaic. For
example, the authors find that "nations generallyenter into alliances in the
expectationof improvingtheirsecurityposition," adding that"the patternof
alliance formationthroughtime is related to the opportunityto enhance security. . . realpolitik
considerationsof securityare crucial to alliance formation
decisions" (p. 251). Althoughthe analysis itselfis carefuland straightforward,
it is not clear what has been gained fromformalization.
EXAMPLE NO. 5. James D. Morrow, "Alliances, Credibility,and Peacetime
Costs."53This articlepresentsa sophisticatedgame-theoreticmodel in which
alliances are a means of signaling interestsin the presence of uncertainty.
AlthoughMorrow's formulationchallenges the idea thatalliance credibilityis
largelydrivenby concernsabout reputation,the conclusions forthe most part

51. Interestingly,
Kilgour and Zagare's model produces results differentfromMorrow's model
described above. Morrow's centralfindingwas the impossibilityof war in the absence of some
formof uncertainty,
whereas Kilgour and Zagare findthat"misperceptionis neithernecessarynor
sufficient
forthe failureof mutual deterrence."Ibid., p. 317. Among otherthings,this shows that
modeling alone does not ensure truth,as one can create a model to produce any particular
conclusionthatone mightwant.
52. David Lalman and David Newman, "Alliance Formationand National Security,"International
Interactions,
Vol. 16, No. 4 (1991), pp. 239-254.
53. JamesD. Morrow,"Alliances, Credibility,and Peacetime Costs," JournalofConflictResolution,
Vol. 38, No. 2 (June1994), pp. 270-297.
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echo the conventionalwisdom. In particular,the model impliesthat(1) "tighter
alliances improve the abilityof allies to fighttogetherwhile imposing higher
peacetime costs," and (2) "tighteralliances tend to produce greaterdeterrence
and a higher probabilityof intervention(on behalf of one's ally)." This is
probably correctbut neither surprising nor counterintuitive,and Morrow
himselfnotes that"the implicationsof the model appear to be consistentwith
stylizedfactsabout alliances" (p. 294).
In each of these examples, in short, technical sophisticationand logical
consistencydid not yield particularlycreativeor originalresults.
OLD WINE

IN NEW BOTTLES

In addition to producing rathertrivialresults,formalmodels sometimesuse
new concepts or labels forfamiliarideas, so what at firstglance seems like a
wholly original contributionturns out to be an old argument in a slightly
different
guise.54Consider the followingexamples.
EXAMPLE NO. 6. Robert Powell, "Absolute and Relative Gains in InternationalRelationsTheory."55
This articlepresentsa simple formalmodel showing
how the willingness of states to cooperate is affectedby the distributionof
benefits.The argument is simple and consistentwith familiarrealist logic:
statesworrymore about the distributionof benefitswhen theyfearthatothers
mightuse theirshare of the gains to increase theirmilitarypower and attack.
As this fearincreases,incentivesto cooperate will decline.
Although Powell's specificationof the problem is an improvementover
earlier treatments(including the seminal work of Joseph Grieco), the basic
argumentis an old one.56In Powell's model, the criticalvariable that determines the prospects for cooperation is "the technologyof warfare." In his
words, "If the use of forceis at issue because the cost of fightingis sufficiently
But if the use of force is no longer at issue,
low, cooperation collapses....
54. Needless to say, formaltheoristsare not the only social scientistswho engage in thispractice.
55. Robert Powell, "Absolute and Relative Gains in InternationalRelations Theory,"Amnerican
PoliticalScienceReviezw,
Vol. 85, No. 4 (December 1991), pp. 1303-1320.
56. Grieco distinguishedbetween two types of states with different
preferences:those thatcared
about "relative" gains (which he called "defensive positionalists") and those that did not (or
"rational egoists"). By contrast,Powell assumes thatall states have similarpreferences,but their
behavior varies with the external constraintsthey face. This formulationis simpler and more
consistentwith realist premises than Grieco's. See Joseph Grieco, "Anarchy and the Limits of
anid Neolibe-alisin: The Contemnporary
Cooperation,"in David Baldwin, ed., Neorealismn
Debate (New
York:Columbia UniversityPress, 1993); Grieco,Cooperation
anong Nationis:Ettrope,
America,and the
Barriersto Trade(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress, 1990); and RobertPowell, "The
Non-Tariff
Neorealist-NeoliberalDebate," International
Organization,Vol. 48, No. 2 (Spring 1994), especially
pp. 334-338.
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cooperationagain becomes feasible" (p. 1311). What Powell calls the "technology of warfare,"however,is essentiallyidenticalto the conceptof the offensedefensebalance identifiedby George Quester,RobertJervis,and Stephen Van
Evera. As Jervisput itback in 1978: "If the defensehas enough of an advantage
.. ., the securitydilemma [will] cease to inhibitstatus quo states fromcooperating."57This is identical to Powell's claim that cooperation becomes more
likely as the technology of warfare makes using force more costly (which
implies thatdefenderscan inflicthigh costs on attackers).Powell's articleis a
useful contributionto the absolute/relativegains debate, but it does not make
a fundamentallynew argument.
EXAMPLE NO. 7. JamesD. Fearon,"RationalistTheoriesof War."58
This article
presentsa rationalistframeworkforunderstandingthe outbreakof war, using
a simple formal bargaining model. Given the plausible assumption that
fightingis always costly,Fearon argues thata satisfactoryrationalisttheoryof
war has to explain why the partiesinvolved could not reach the same outcome
via negotiation,therebyavoiding the costs of war.59
According to Fearon, the theoreticalexistence of outcomes that rational
statesshould preferto war implies thatwar can arise in only one of two ways.
First,war arises because states have "private information"about power and
resolve and powerful incentivesto lie about it. They may misrepresenttheir
strengthor resolve to tryto gain a betterdeal in a given confrontation,
but this
tacticmay also lead them to overlook a negotiated solution that would have
been preferableto war. Second, war can resultfromwhat he calls the "commitmentproblem."Even ifboth sides may know thata satisfactory
bargain exists,
theycannot accept the deal because theycannotbe sure thatit will be kept.
This articleis useful because it suggests thatrationalisttheoriesof war are
really of only two kinds, and it identifieshow rational states can end up
fightingeven when thereare negotiated solutions that each prefersto war.60
But the centralargument-that wars arise eitherfromthe "commitmentprob57. See Jervis,"Cooperation under the SecurityDilemma," p. 187.
58. James D. Fearon, "Rationalist Theories of War," InternationalOrganizationi,
Vol. 49, No. 3
(Summer1995), pp. 379-414.
59. The logic of this argumentis similar to the theoryof industrialdisputes advanced by John
Hicks in the 1930s. In Hicks's case, the question is why labor and management cannot reach
agreementon a contractsolely via negotiation,therebyavoiding the costs of a, strike.See Hicks,
The Theoryof Wages(London: Macmillan, 1932), chap. 7.
60. Fearon's argumentapplies only to the final decision to wage war, once there is a concrete
dispute between two states. It does not address the otherconditionsthatmightoperate to make
war morelikely,such as ideological differences,
shiftingbalances ofpower,the perceivedweakness
of a particularregime,or the domesticincentivesthatmightdrive a particularregimeto seek war
forits own sake.
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lem" or "private information"-is not new. What Fearon calls the "commitment problem" (a termborrowed fromrecentformalwork in economics) has
long been recognized as a centralfeatureof internationalanarchy.As Robert
Art and RobertJervisput it in 1976: "Internationalpolitics takes place in an
arena thathas no centralauthority.... Statescan makecommitments
and treaties,
butno sovereign
powerensurescompliance."
Similarly,KennethOye noted in 1986
that because "states cannot cede ultimate control over their conduct to a
supranational sovereign, theycannotguaranteetheywill adhereto theirpromises."61 Thus, to say thatwar arises fromthe "commitmentproblem" is merely
to give a new label to a well-establishedidea.
In addition, although the concept of "private information"is broader than
the more familiaridea of "secrecy,"its effectson crisisbargaining are essentially the same.62It is not a new idea to claim that states are more likely to
miscalculate when theiropponents conceal informationfromthem,although
it is importantto distinguishthis source of miscalculationfromerrorsarising
fromcognitiveor organizationalsources of misperception(a task Fearon accomplishes very well). Thus, although Fearon's analysis clarifiesthese issues
in an insightfuland intelligentway, the formalizationdoes not yield a new
theoreticalclaim.63
EXAMPLE NO. 8. "Costly Signals" and ReputationBuilding. A similarconclusion emerges when we examine the formalliteratureon reputation,and especially its reliance on the idea of "costly signaling."64The basic claim of these

61. See RobertArtand RobertJervis,"Introduction,"in Artand Jervis,International
Politics,1st ed.
(Boston: Little,Brown, 1976), p. 2 (emphasis added); and Kenneth A. Oye, ed., Cooperationunder
Anarchy(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1985), p. 1 (emphasis added).
62. Unlike some formsofsecrecy(such as numberofweapons, forexample),"privateinformation"
includes information(such as a player's level of resolve) thatcould not be reliablyrevealed to the
otherside even if one wanted to.
63. Fearon's discussion of "rationalist"theoriesdoes not explain when war will or will not occur.
As he notes at the end of the article,both the problem of "private information"and the "commitment problem" createdby anarchyare constantfeaturesof internationalpolitics and thus cannot
explain why war occurs in some circumstancesbut not in others.See Fearon,"RationalistTheories
of War,"p. 410.
64. Of this large and growing literature,see especially Reinhard Selten, "The Chain-StoreParadox," Theoryand Decision,Vol. 9, No. 2 (April 1978), pp. 127-159; David M. Kreps, Paul Milgrom,
JohnRoberts,and Robert Wilson, "Rational Cooperation in the FinitelyRepeated Prisoners'Dilemma," pp. 245-252; Kreps and Wilson, "Reputation and ImperfectInformation,"pp. 253-279;
and Milgromand Roberts,"Predation,Reputation,and EntryDeterrence,"pp. 280-312. All appear
in Journalof EconomicTheory,Vol. 27, No. 2 (August 1982). See also Wilson, "Deterrence in
on Deterrence;
and Wilson,"Reputationsin
OligopolisticCompetition,"in Sternet al., Perspectives
Models of Bargaining(Cambridge, U.K.:
Games and Markets," in Alvin E. Roth, Game-Theoretic
Cambridge UniversityPress, 1985).
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models is straightforward:
because an actor'struepreferencesare unobservable
and talk is cheap, an actorcan signal its truepreferencesonly by employinga
"costly signal." Such signals are actions that impose highercosts on an actor
with low resolve,and thus are more likelyto be made only by actorswho are
more resolute. A number of formaltheoristshave used this concept in interesting ways, but the basic idea is virtuallyidentical to RobertJervis'sdistinctionbetween "signals" and "indices," which he laid out more than twenty-five
years ago.65As Jervisputs it,"Signals can be as easily issued by a deceiver as
by an honest actor . .. theydo not contain inherentcredibility."By contrast,
indices (which is Jervis'stermforcostlysignals) "are statementsor actionsthat
carrysome inherentevidence thatthe image projectedis correct."Specifically,
"behavior thatis feltto be too importantor costlyin its own rightto be used
forotherends is an index."66
Again, the point is not that the formal literatureon costly signaling has
added nothingto our understandingof internationalpolitics.Rather,my point
is that the idea that reputationscould rest on what are now called "costly
signals" did not emerge froma formalanalysis. Accordingly,this literature
cannot be used as evidence that formaltheoryis a superior source of new
conceptsor hypotheses.Formalizationhas refinedour understanding,perhaps,
but even thatclaim has not gone unchallenged.67
Taken together,these examples reveal thateven sophisticatedformalanalyses oftenlead to familiarconclusions about the behavior of states. Does this
mean that formaltheoryhas added nothingnew? Of course not. Schelling's
earlywork was extremelyinfluential,as was theapplicationof collectivegoods
theoryto the question of alliance burden-sharing.68
RobertAxelrod's analysis
of the logic of cooperation in an iteratedprisoner's dilemma has had a far-

65. Examples include Nalebuff,"Rational Deterrencein an ImperfectWorld";Wagner,"Rationality
and Misperceptionin Deterrence";D. Marc Kilgour,"Domestic PoliticalStructureand War Behavior: A Game-TheoreticApproach,"JournalofConflict
Resolution,
Vol. 35, No. 2 (June1991), pp. 266284; and Andrew Kydd, "Game Theoryand the Spiral Model," WorldPolitics,Vol. 49, No. 3 (April
1997), pp. 371-400.
66. See Robert Jervis,The Logic of Images in InternationalRelations(Princeton,N.J.: Princeton
UniversityPress,1970), pp. 21, 26. For a discussion of the relationshipbetween his earlywork and
recent economic work on reputation,see Jervis,"Drawing Inferencesand ProjectingImages,"
paper presentedat the annual meetingof the InternationalStudies Association,San Diego, California,April 1996.
67. For a fair-mindedcritiqueof the formalliteratureon reputation,see JonathanMercer,ReputationianidInternational
Politics(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress, 1996), pp. 28-42.
68. The seminal piece is Mancur Olson and Richard Zeckhauser,"An Economic Theory of Alliances," Reviezw
ofEconomicsand Statistics,
Vol. 48, No. 2 (August 1966), pp. 266-279.
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reachingimpactin many areas, includingthe studyof strategy.69
Recentformal
work has also shown how certainphenomena (such as the stabilityof an arms
controlagreement)can be sensitiveto the level of informationavailable to the
actors,and formalanalysis can increase our confidencein an existingtheory
by confirmingits logical soundness.70So the criticismsnoted above should not
be interpretedas a blanketcondemnationeitherof formalizationin general or
of its recentmanifestationsin securitystudies.71
Yet it should also be clear thatformaltheoryenjoys no particularadvantage
as a source of theoreticalcreativity.72
In addition to confiningthe analysis to
an individualistic,rational actor framework,the technical requirementsof
modern game theorytend to shape both the topics that are chosen and the
ways they are addressed. It is not surprising,for example, that much of the
formalwork in securitystudies focuses on two-partyinteractions(and especiallyon crisisbehavior),because these situationsare mathematicallytractable.
This tendencymakes good methodologicalsense, but it may also help explain
why other approaches have been more theoreticallyfruitful,
and have made
more useful contributionsto othersecurityproblems.

69. Strictlyspeaking, Axelrod's results emerged froma computersimulationratherthan froma
formalmodel. His argumentrests on the logic of the iteratedprisoner'sdilemma, however,and
helps highlightthe importanceof these games forthe formalanalysis of cooperation.Given that
some parts of Axelrod's argumentdid not stand up to carefulformalscrutiny,this example also
supports the claim that creativityand theoreticalfertility
are more importantthan strictlogical
consistency.See RobertAxelrod, The EvolutionofCooperation(New York:Basic Books, 1984).
and Arms Control (Ann Arbor:University
70. See George Downs and David Rocke, TacitBar-gaining
DomesticUncertainity
and
of Michigan Press, 1989); and Downs and Rocke, OptimalImperfection?:
Institutions
in International
Relations(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1995).
71. For a nuanced appreciationof the contributionsand limitationsof rationalchoice theorizing,
see James B. Rule, Theoryand Progressin Social Science (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University
Press, 1997), chap. 3.
72. It is worth notingthatsome of the most interestingand importanttheoreticalinnovationsin
securitystudies over the past two decades have come fromnonformaltheorists.For example,John
Steinbrunerand Bruce Blair made a major contributionto deterrencetheoryby highlightingthe
importanceof organizationaland operational considerations;RobertJervisoffereda comprehensive inventoryof the ways that psychologicalbiases could affectforeignpolicy decisionmakers;
JohnMearsheimerdeveloped and tested a simple theoryof conventionaldeterrence;BarryPosen
showed how externalconditions and organization theorycould explain key elements of great
power militarydoctrine;and Robert Pape constructedand tested a theoryof militarycoercion.
More recently,scholars like Peter Katzenstein,Elizabeth Kier, and Alastair lain Johnstonhave
applied culturaland constructivist
approaches to securitystudies, all of thembased on extensive
empiricalwork. One need not be persuaded by all of these works to recognize that they were
importanteffortsto bring social science to bear on importantsecurityproblems. For a useful
survey,see Richard K. Betts,"Should StrategicStudies Survive?" WorldPolitics,Vol. 50, No. 1
(October1997), pp. 7-33.
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Furthermore,the historyof both natural and social science suggests that
theoreticalinnovationsemerge not fromabstractmodeling exercises,but primarilyfromeffortsto solve concreteempiricalpuzzles. Indeed, simple observation and largely atheoretical experimentationcan be as important as
subsequent efforts
to devise a deductive structureto explain theobservations.73
In otherwords,inductionand deduction are equally valid avenues forcreating
a theory,and the formermay in factbe more fruitful.
Deterrence theoryoffersan obvious example. Contraryto the traditional
view, formal theory played no role in the creation of deterrencetheory.74
Rather,it emerged largelyfromBernardBrodie's historicallyinformedspeculations and from Albert Wohlstetter'sfamous RAND study on the optimal
location forU.S. bomber bases. A similar example is the initial development
of the bureaucraticpoliticsparadigm by Andrew Marshall and JosephLoftus,
who were tryingto account for apparently irrationalSoviet militaryallocations.75Among other things,these episodes confirmthat case studies can be
an extremelyfertilesource of new theoriesas well as a useful way to testboth
formaland nonformaltheories.76
The bottomline is thatalthough formalapproaches to securityaffairshave
produced a number of interestingrefinements,
the overall level of theoretical
innovationis not superiorto othersocial scientificmethods.Formalizationcan
impartgreaterprecisionand help identifyinconsistenciesor qualifications,but
it enjoys no particularadvantage as a source of new hypotheses.

EmpiricalValidity
The ultimatemeasure of a theoryis its abilityto explain real events in the real
world. As Maurice Allais warned in his address acceptingthe Nobel Prize for
economics,"Mere logical, even mathematicaldeduction remains worthlessin
73. See Ian Hacking, Representing and Interveniing:
Introductory
Topicsin thePhilosophyof Natural
Science(New York:CambridgeUniversityPress,1983),pp. 154-158,248-249; and StephenToulmin,
Humani Understan?ding,Volume 1: The CollectiveUse and Evolutionof Concepts(Princeton,N.J.:
PrincetonUniversityPress, 1972), pp. 189-190.
74. On this point,see O'Neill, "Game TheoryModels of War and Peace," pp. 1010-1013.
75. See Bernard Brodie, ed., The Absolute Weapon:AtomicPozverand WorldOrder (New York:
Harcourt,Brace,1946); A.J.Wohlstetter,
F.S. Hoffman,R.J.Lutz, and H.S. Rowen, Selectioni
and Use
ofStrategicAir Bases,RAND Report P-266 (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, 1962); and Marc Trachtenberg,Historyand Strategy(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1991), pp. 29-31.
76. On the latterpoint, see Bruce Russett,"InternationalBehavior Research: Case Studies and
in WorldPolitics (San Francisco, Calif.: W.H.
Cumulation," in Russett, Po7verand Comnmunity
Freeman,1974), pp. 16-17.
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termsof an understandingof realityif it is not closely linked to that reality.
. . .Any theorywhatever,if it is not verifiedby empirical evidence, has no
scientificvalue and should be rejected."77A researchtraditionthat insists on
carefuland systematicempirical testingis settinga higherstandard foritself
than one that places relativelylittlevalue on the provision of empirical support. Mere logical consistencyis not sufficient.
Does recent rational choice scholarship in securitystudies pay sufficient
attentionto this criterion?The answer is no. With a few notable exceptions,
the bulk of formalwork in securityaffairsdoes not engage in any empirical
testingat all. Anecdotes and "stylized facts"are sometimesused to explicate
a point and to enhance the plausibilityof the argument,but relativelylittle
effortis devoted to rigorousempiricalevaluation.78Otherformalistshave used
mathematicalsimulationsor referredto supportivequantitativeevidence, but

77. Quoted in Mayer, TruthversusPrecisionin Economics,p. 27. AlbertEinsteinshared this view.
He praised JohannesKepler for recognizing that "even the most lucidly logical mathematical
theorywas of itselfno guarantee of truth,becoming meaningless unless it was checked against
the most exactingobservationsin naturalscience." And Einsteincalled Galileo Galilei "the father
of modern physics" because Galileo realized that "pure logical thinkingcannot yield us any
knowledge of the empirical world. . . . Propositions arrived at by purely logical means are
completelyemptyas regards reality."Quoted in TimothyFerris,The WholeShebang:A Stateofthe
Universe(s)Report(New York: Touchstone,1997), p. 28. Gary King, RobertKeohane, and Sidney
Verba offera similarappraisal, writingthat"formalmodels do not constituteverifiedexplanations
Social
withoutempiricalevaluation of theirpredictions."See King, Keohane, and Verba,Designiing
in Qtualitative
Research(Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1994),
Inquiry:Scientific
Inference
pp. 105-106.
78. For example, the followingformalworks contain no empiricalevidence, and relyentirelyon
formal deduction: Powell, Nuclear DeterrenceTheory;Powell, "Absolute and Relative Gains in
InternationalRelations Theory"; Powell, "Guns, Butter,and Anarchy,"AmericanPoliticalScience
Review,Vol. 87, No. 1 (March 1993),pp. 115-132;Powell, "Stabilityand the Distributionof Power,"
WorldPolitics,Vol. 48, No. 2 (January1996), pp. 239-267; Fearon, "RationalistTheories of War";
Banks, "Equilibrium Behavior in Crisis BargainingGames"; JamesD. Morrow,"A Spatial Model
of InternationalConflict,"AmericanPolitical Science Review,Vol. 80, No. 4 (December 1986),
ofConflict
Resoltution,
Vol.
pp. 1131-1150;R. HarrisonWagner,"Deterrenceand Bargaining,"JournHal
26, No. 2 (June1982),pp. 329-358; Wagner,"Rationalityand Misperceptionin Deterrence";Wagner,
"Nuclear Deterrence,CounterforceStrategies,and the Incentiveto StrikeFirst,"AmericanPolitical
ScienceReviezv,Vol. 85, No. 3 (September 1991), pp. 727-749; Kilgour and Zagare, "Credibility,
and Deterrence";Kilgour,"Domestic PoliticalStructureand War Behavior"; Morrow,
Uncertainty,
"Alliances, Credibility,and Peactime Costs"; Nalebuff,"Rational Deterrence in an Imperfect
Vol. 32, No. 3
World"; Nalebuff,"Minimal Nuclear Deterrence,"Journalof ConflictResolutioni,
(September1988); Nalebuff,"Brinkmanshipand Nuclear Deterrence:The Neutralityof Escalation,"
and Peace Science,Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1986), pp. 19-30; Alasdair Smith,
ConflictManagemnent
Vol. 40, No.
"DiversionaryForeignPolicy in Democratic Systems,"International StuidiesQuarterly,
StudiesQuarterly,
1 (March 1996), pp. 133-153; Smith,"Alliance Formationand War,"International
Vol. 39, No. 4 (December 1995), pp. 405-425; Smith,"InternationalCrises and Domestic Politics,"
AmericanPoliticalScienceReviezv,
Vol. 92, No. 3 (September1998), pp. 623-638; and Kydd, "Game
Theoryand the Spiral Model."
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these approaches fallshortof a carefulempiricaltest.79Empiricaltestingis not
a centralpart of the formaltheoryenterprise-at least, not in the subfieldof
securitystudies-and probably constitutesits most serious limitation.80
EXAMPLE NO. 9. JamesD. Fearon,"Domestic Audience Costs and the Escalation of InternationalDisputes."81The limitationsthat arise fromthe low priority placed upon empirical testing are nicely revealed in James Fearon's
formal analysis of domestic audience costs and crisis bargaining. Fearon's
argumentis intuitivelyplausible, technicallysophisticated,and informedby
his knowledge of internationalhistory.Fearon goes to some lengthsto identify
the real-worldimplicationsof his analysis,and the articleis in many ways an
exemplaryuse of the formalapproach.
Fearon definesaudience costs as the domesticpoliticalosts thatleaders incur
when theyback down in a crisis.Using a simple bargainingmodel in which
leaders of differentstates face differentaudience costs, he finds that once a
crisisis under way,"the side witha strongerdomesticaudience (e.g., a democracy) is always less likely to back down than the side less able to generate
audience costs (a nondemocracy)." He also suggests that the constraintsimposed by audience costs may explain why democraticstates are less prone to
the presenceof high audience costs allows
conflictwitheach other;specifically,
democraticleaders to signal theirintentionsmore credibly,therebyminimizing
the miscalculationsthatcan lead to war (pp. 577, 586).82

Langlois,"Rational Deterrenceand
79. Examples of theseapproaches to testinginclude Jean-Pierre
Crisis Stability,"AmericanJournalofPoliticalScience,Vol. 35, No. 4 (November 1991), pp. 801-832;
and
Downs and Rocke, TacitBargainingand ArmsControl; Downs and Rocke, OptimalImperfection?;
and Resolve."
Morrow,"Capabilities, Uncertainty,
80. Between 1989 and 1998, forexample, WorldPoliticspublished twelve articlesthatcontained a
ofConflict
formalmodel. Of these,only fivecontained systematicempiricalevidence. The Jotirnal
published thirty-sevenformalarticles in the same period (excluding articles dealing
Resoluition
solely with technicalaspects of game theory),of which thirteencontained empiricalsupport for
contained twenty-sixformalarticlesin this period, but
the model. In?ternationalStudiesQuiarterly
Organization published fourteen,seven of
only ten contained empiricalevidence, and International
whichprovided empiricalsupportforthe model. Overall,roughly60 percentof thesearticlesrelied
solely on formaldeduction and anecdotal illustration,ratherthan systematicempirical testing.
formaltheorymanuscriptswere submittedto the AmericanPolitical
Similarly,a totalof ninety-four
of them (26 percent)
ScienceReviewbetween August 1996 and August 1997, but only twenty-five
"Report of the Editor of the APSR," p. 784.
containedsystematicempiricalevidence. See Finifter,
81. JamesD. Fearon, "Domestic Audience Costs and the Escalation of InternationalDisputes,"
AmericanPoliticalScieniceReview,Vol. 88, No. 3 (September1994), pp. 577-592.
82. The idea thatrelativeaudience costs will affectbargainingpower is not new. As faras I know,
the idea was firstarticulated by Thomas Schelling, who also suggested that democratic and
pp. 27-29.
nondemocraticstates mightdifferon this dimension.See Schelling,StrategyofConflict,
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What is not clear is whetherthe argumentis in factcorrect.To begin with,
Fearon's model assumes thatdemocraciestypicallyface greaterdomesticaudience costs than nondemocracies,and thatboth democraticand nondemocratic
leaders recognize that this is the case. If an authoritarianregime believedthat
its own audience costs were higher(e.g., due to the fearof a coup or because
the regime thought that democratic publics were easily manipulated), the
model's predictionswould not hold.83Yet Fearon offersonly anecdotal evidence that authoritarianstates actually face lower audience costs, or that this
beliefis widely shared by democraticand nondemocraticleaders.84
Second, the model also assumes thatleaders and publics hold similarpreferences about the proper course of action. Domestic audiences will punish
leaders who back down, but theymay also reward a leader who overreaches
at firstand then manages to retreatshortof war. Thus the Britishand French
governmentsdid not sufferdomestic audience costs when theybacked down
duringthe Rhinelandcrisisof 1936 or theMunich crisisin 1938,because public
opinion did not support going to war.85
Third,although Fearon does presentsome illustrativeanecdotes and refers
to several quantitativestudies that are consistentwith his argument,he does
not test the logic of the model directly.86
And it is not difficultto think of
possible exceptions: (1) the United States gave in to North Korea's demands
followingthe seizure of the Pueblo in 1968 and also granted many of Iran's
demands followingthe seizure of the U.S. embassy in 1980, even though it

83. The personal cost to a deposed tyrantcould be higheron average than the cost to a democratic
incumbentwho riskslosing the next election,and authoritarianleaders oftenface otherdomestic
pressuresthatlimittheirabilityto back down once a crisisis under way. For example, the belief
thatthe Hapsburg monarchyfaced internalrevoltunless it eliminatedthe threatfromSerbia drove
Austro-Hungariandecisions in the Julycrisisthatled to World War I, and the threeauthoritarian
and Russia) were clearlyless willing
statesinvolved in the Julycrisis(Germany,Austria-Hungary,
to compromisethan were democraticBritainand France.
84. As Fearon notes,"The idea thatdemocraticleaders on average have an easier timegenerating
audience costs is advanced here as a plausible working hypothesis." See Fearon, "Domestic
Audience Costs," p. 582.
85. A furthercomplicationarises if neitherleaders nor publics know how resolved theyare until
afterthe crisisis under way. As a result,a particularleader may adopt a hard-linepositionat first,
based on thebeliefthatit is in the "objective"interestof the stateand thatthispositionhas popular
backing.As the crisiscontinues,however,the citizenrymay become alarmed by the danger of war
and eager fora peaceful resolution.A democraticleader who backed down at thispoint mightbe
rewarded ratherthan penalized, whereas a leader who continued to escalate mightbe punished
foradventurism.
86. A recentquantitativestudy that supports some of Fearon's predictionsis Joe Eyerman and
Robert A. Hart, Jr.,"An Empirical Test of the Audience Cost Proposition: Democracy Speaks
Vol. 40, No. 4 (December 1996), pp. 597-616.
Louder Than Words,"JournalofConflictResoluition,
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probablyfaced higheraudience costs thandid NorthKorea or Iran; (2) Britain,
France,and Israel backed down to U.S. (and possibly Soviet) pressurefollowing the Suez War in 1956, even though their "audience costs" were much
higher than those of their opponents;87(3) higher "audience costs" did not
enable the United States to prevail against England in the Trentaffairin 1861,
and public opinion had virtuallyno impact in the Venezuelan crisis in 189596;88 and (4) domestic audience costs were dwarfed by other considerations
prior to the Six-Day War in 1967 and the War of Attritionin 1969-70.89
Fourth,the absence of empiricaltestingis also importantbecause the model
omits another potentiallyimportantdeterminantof crisisbehavior. For some
states (including some democracies), the principal cost of backing down in a
crisismay not be domesticcensurebut the fearthatallies may defectand that
adversaries will be emboldened. If there is a sharp differencein the external
audience costs thateach statefaces,thena differencein domesticaudience costs
This question is ultimatelyan empiricalone, of
may fade into insignificance.90
course, and cannot be resolved by a purely formalanalysis.
In short,this articleoffersan interestingand intuitivelyplausible conjecture
about crisis bargaining,one well worth furtherexploration.Until it is rigorously tested,however,thereis no way of knowing how significantthe actual
contributionreallyis.

87. RobertA. Pape argues that Soviet nuclear threatsplayed a criticalrole in convincingBritish
leaders to withdrawfromEgypt afterthe Suez invasion,but otherscholars have reached different
conclusions.See Pape, "Why Economic SanctionsDo Not Work,"International
Vol. 22, No.
Secur-ity,
2 (Fall 1997), pp. 115-117; and James G. Richter,Khrushchev'sDouibleBind: International
Pressures
and DomesticCoalitionPolitics(Baltimore,Md.: JohnsHopkins UniversityPress, 1994), p. 93.
88. See ChristopherLayne, "Kant or Cant: The Myth of the Democratic Peace," Internationlal
Security,
Vol. 19, No. 2 (Fall 1994), pp. 5-49.
89. Israel's decision to preempt in 1967 is consistentwith Fearon's model, insofaras the model
suggests that democracies will escalate more readily once a crisis is under way. But domestic
audience costs did not play a key role in eitherstate'sdecisions to escalate the crisisor in the final
decision to go to war. Both Egypt and Israel seem to have been equally resolute,in part because
both believed theywere ready forwar. Nasser's reluctanceto back down was based in part on his
concernsabout externalaudience costs (and especiallythe loss of prestigein theArab world),which
costs in thiscase. Similarly,nondemocraticEgypt
underscorestheunimportanceof relativedomestic
in partbecause
gained a tacticalvictoryover democraticIsrael duringthe 1969-70 War of Attrition,
Israeli resolve waned as the conflictcontinued and in part because the fear of escalation led the
superpowers to impose termsthat were favorable to Egypt. See JonathanShimshoni,Israel and
Conventional
Deterrenice:
BorderWarfare
from1953 to 1970 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell UniversityPress,
1988),pp. 169-171.
90. These concernsare not unrelated,of course,because failureto preserveone's externalreputationis one reason why a domesticaudience mightseek to remove a particularleader. Nonetheless,
the two concernsare conceptuallyand empiricallydistinct.
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TAKING

TESTING

SERIOUSLY?

When formaltheoristsdo engage in extensiveempiricaltesting,moreover,the
teststhemselvesare not as "rigorous" as theymightinitiallyappear. To illustrate this point, let us consider two ambitious attemptsto combine formal
analysis with extensive empirical testing:(1) Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and
David Lalman, Warand Reason:Domesticand International
Imperatives,
and (2)
Emerson M.S. Niou, Peter C. Ordeshook, and GregoryF. Rose, The Balanceof
Power:Stabilityin International
Systems.I have chosen theseworksbecause their
authorsemphasize the importanceof testingtheoriesempirically,and because
both have been seen as salientdemonstrationsof the power of formaltheory.91
The question is how rigorous are the tests and how well do the theories
perform?
EXAMPLE NO. 10. Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and David Lalman, Warand Reason: Domesticand International
Imperatives.92
The centerpieceof Warand Reason
is a formalmodel with two players (state A and state B) and eight possible
outcomes: the status quo (SQ), negotiation (N), capitulation by A (CapA),
capitulation by B (CapB), war begun by A (WarA),war begun by B (WarB),
acquiescence by A (AcqA),and acquiescence by B (AcqB). They make a number
of general assumptions about state preferencesand assume that all states act
to maximize theirexpectedutility.The bulk ofthe subsequent analysis explores
the additional restrictions(e.g., on the domestic costs of using force,the cost
of giving in afterbeing attacked, etc.) that would make each outcome the
"equilibrium" outcome. These additional assumptions are then interpretedas
the underlyingconditionsthatyield each outcome in the game.93
91. For example, FrankZagare's review of Warand Reasonin the AmericanPoliticalScienceReview,
Vol. 87, No. 3 (September 1993), p. 811, praised it as "the most significantapplication to date of
game theoryto the question of war and peace," and Glenn Snydercalled The BalanceofPozver"a
valuable, ground-breakingeffort"that"blazes a useful trail."See Snyder,"Alliances, Balance, and
Stability,"International
Organization,
Vol. 43, No. 1 (Winter1991), pp. 140, 142.
92. Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and David Lalman, War and Reason: Domesticand International
Imperatives
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale UniversityPress, 1992).
93. As with some of the otherformalwork discussed above, many of the resultsderived fromthe
model are rathertrivial.Afterderiving and testingmore than twentyhypotheses,for example,
Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman offerthe following general conclusions: "To state it crudely:
nationalleaders wage war when the expected gains minus the expected costs of doing so outweigh
the net expected consequences of alternativechoices. War can be stumbled into when one nation
judges the intentionsof a rival too optimistically.
War can begin even with fullinformationif it is
motivated by a fear of ceding any advantage that is attached to the firstuse of force. The
anticipatednet gains fromwar may be real and tangibleacquisitions,or theymay be the avoidance
of a futureexpected to be worse than the one anticipatedthroughwarfare."They also find that
war will not occur if two states prefernegotiationto using force,and ifboth sides know thiswith
100 percentconfidence.In otherwords, ifboth sides would rathertalk than fightand ifboth sides
know this,theydo not fight.See Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman, Warand Reason,p. 250.
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The predictionsderived fromthe model are tested with a series of large-N
analyses and a numberofbriefercase studies.At firstglance,thesetestsappear
to show overwhelmingsuccess forthe model. Upon closer examination,however,the resultsare not compellingand do not achieve a high level of rigor.
Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman offernumerous statisticaltests of their
various hypotheses,based on a data set of 707 dyadic relationshipsbetween
European states from 1815 to 1970.94Although they do not describe their
statisticalproceduresin much detail (which makes it difficultto evaluate their
conclusions),theresultsappear to provide convincingsupportforthe model.95
thereare at least threenoteworthyproblemswith theirstatistiUnfortunately,
cal tests.
First,the quantitativeindicatorstheyemploy face severe problems of interof obtainingvalid quantitativeindinal validity,given the intrinsicdifficulty
and then
catorsforconceptslike "riskpropensity,""utility,"and "uncertainty,"
To
their
Bueno
de
707
back
to
1815.
credit,
dyads going
applying them to
of the task and admit thattheir
Mesquita and Lalman recognize the difficulty
this also means that the
indicators are quite crude (p. 280). Unfortunately,
quantitativetestsare not very rigorous,because the indicatorson which they
are based do not adequately capture the theoreticalrelationshipsset forthin
the formalmodel.
Second, the statisticaltestsare compromisedby the lack of precise measures
forkey variables in the model. As theyadmit,Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman
were unable to devise measures for some of the critical variables in the
equilibrium conditions that yield differentoutcomes. The practical result of
thesemissingconditionsis thateventstheycode as consistentwitha particular
outcome may be equally consistentwith several otheroutcomes,which means
that the tests blend successfuland unsuccessfulpredictions.Thus we do not
know how many successfulpredictionsthe model actually makes.
Even if this problem were corrected,Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman's
specifictestingprocedureexaggeratestheirmodel's performance.In particular,
94. Specifically,theirdata set consistsof 469 eventsin which two statesengaged in a dispute with
each other,plus another 238 observationson randomlypaired dyads, included to representthe
"nonevents" thatare oftenexcluded fromquantitativestudies. Thus the analysis is based on 707
dyad observations.
95. To note one example, on p. 84 theydescribe a dummy variable labeled BACQ, which is meant
to satisfythe theoreticalconditions of Proposition 3.5 (the "acquiescence by B theorem"). The
reader is told that"the details of the operationalizationare in appendix 1," but thereis in factno
mentionof this dummy variable anywherein the appendix and only a verygeneral discussion of
the actual measures theyemployed. The reader is also referredto a numberof earlierarticlesand
books forexplanationsof key elementsof the methodology,therebymaking it even more difficult
to figureout what theyhave done.
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althoughtheirmodel containseightpossible outcomes,most of the hypotheses
are tested by constructinga 2 x 2 table of observed and predicted outcomes,
asking simplywhetheror not the predictedoutcome occurred.Unfortunately,
collapsing eight categories into two lumps togethercases where a particular
outcome was predictedand actuallyoccurredand any cases where a particular
outcome was predicted but did not occur, therebygeneratinginflated chiTaken together,these flaws undermine
squared and goodness of fitstatistics.96
theirotherwiselaudable effort
to testthemodel througha detailed quantitative
analysis.
One response to these problems would be to supplement the quantitative
analyses with case studies, where one could hope to obtain more valid and
reliable measures of key variables.97Ideally, a detailed process-tracingof an
appropriate set of case studies would have allowed the authors to determine
if the participantsin interstatecrises made choices in the manner depicted by
the model, therebyprovidinga more convincingdemonstrationof its explanathe case studies containedin Warand Reasondo not
torypower. Unfortunately,
provide this sort of evidence and do not achieve a high standard of rigor.
Consider the followingthreeexamples.
The FashodaCrisis.In chapter3 of Warand Reason,Bueno de Mesquita and
Lalman deduce Proposition3.5, the "acquiescence by B theorem."It reads as
follows:
Withfullinformationconditions,assumption2.A.7b, ... and strictpreferences,
equilibriumoutcome of the internationalinteraction
AcqB is a full-information
game if and only if the equilibriumoutcome of the crisis subgame at node 5
is eitherCapB or WarA,and forState B, AcqB > WarA.(p. 81)

96. For example, when testingwhetheror not the model successfullypredicts"acquiescence by
state B," Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman presenta 2 x 2 table comparingobserved and predicted
outcomes. Entrieson the main diagonal of this table (Yes/Yes or No/No) appear to be successful
predictions,but the 442 entriesin the No/No cell containboth cases where the model successfully
predicted a specific outcome differentfrom AcqB (such as "capitulation") and cases where it
predictedan outcome otherthan AcqB but where some otheroutcome (different
fromboth AcqB
and the predicted outcome) actually occurred.Collapsing categoriesin this way thus masks the
unsuccessful predictions.See Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman, War and Reason,pp. 81-85; and
Curtis S. Signorino,"Estimationand StrategicInteractionin Discrete Choice Models of International Conflict,"Occasional Paper No. 98-4 (Cambridge,Mass.: WeatherheadCenter forInternational Affairs,Harvard University,1998), pp. 20-23.
97. Bueno de Mesquita has previously emphasized the problem of internalvalidity in large-N
research,notingthat"the close scrutinyof individual decisions yields betterestimatesof utilities
than do gross applications of general evaluative criteria."See Bueno de Mesquita, "Toward a
ScientificUnderstanding,"p. 133.
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As discussed earlier,the manner of presentationis not very transparent,and
one must referback to the originalmodel and assumptions to figureout what
is actually being said. Once translated,however, this proposition in effect
predictsthatstateB will acquiesce to stateA's demands ifit prefersacquiescing
to beginninga war itselfor to lettingthe opponent (state A) begin the war.
Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman illustratethis hypothesiswith a briefcase
study of the 1898 Fashoda crisisbetween Great Britainand France. To do this
properly,one would want to obtain independent evidence about Britishand
Frenchpreferences,and then show thateach side acted as the model predicts.
Specifically,one would have to show that the leaders of each state held the
preferencesidentifiedin Proposition3.5, and thatFrancebacked down because
it preferredthatoutcome to a war launched by Britain.Ideally,one would also
seek evidence showing that the key elites made the choices they did via a
process of reasoningat least roughlysimilarto the mechanismimplied by the
model. Yet the only evidence that Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman provide
about Frenchpreferencesis a quotationby FrenchForeignMinisterTheophile
Delcasse, stating that "war is preferableto national dishonor" (quoted on
p. 84).
In short,the modelsays France will acquiesce only if it prefersthis outcome
to war, yet the Frenchforeignministerapparentlybelieved exactlythe opposite. It is possible (even likely) that Delcasse was bluffingand his statement
was not a true reflectionof Frenchpreferences.Nonetheless,given thatthis is
the only independentevidence Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman provide about
French preferences,the case (as they portray it) actually contradictstheir
theoreticalargument.
The Greco-Turkish
in Cyprus.A second example follows from
Confrontation
theiranalysis of the democraticpeace literature.To explain why democracies
do not fighteach otherwhereas democracies and nondemocracies do, Bueno
de Mesquita and Lalman argue that democracies face higher domestic constraintsto using force and that this is common knowledge. As a result,all
democracies know that they preferpeace to war, and each knows that other
democracies know this,so war between them is not a rational outcome.
When a democracy and a nondemocracy face each other,however, their
model identifiestwo main paths to war. In the firstpath, the nondemocracy
assumes that the democracy is reluctantto use forceand attacks,mistakenly
believing thatthe democracywill capitulate.In the second path, which is the
one emphasized by Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman, the democracyfearsthat
the nondemocracywill tryto exploit its reluctanceto use forceand chooses to
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preempt,therebyobtaining the first-strike
advantage. In their words, "The
high domesticpoliticalconstraintfacedby democraciesmakes themvulnerable
to threatsofwar or exploitationand liable to launch preemptiveattacksagainst
presumed aggressors" (p. 159). This result seems quite counterintuitive:for
democracies,theirreluctanceto use forceactually makes them more likelyto
employ it!98
Unfortunately,
this surprisingresultis not well supported by the empirical
record,including the evidence contained in War and Reason itself.Bueno de
Mesquita and Lalman suggest that democracies are prone to preempt in a
crisis,but more extensiveempiricalstudies have shown thatpreemptivewars
are very rare and that democracies almost never fightpreventivewars.99The
outbreaksofWorldWars I and II contradicttheirmodel as well, insofaras none
of the threateneddemocracies tried to launch a preemptive attack on their
nondemocraticadversaries. Furthermore,the model suggests that domestic
constraintsare the key to the democraticwar puzzle, whereas otherempirical
studies have suggested that normative factorsor alliance commitmentsare
more important.100
Finally,and most importantfor our purposes, the evidence presented by
Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman oftenunderminestheirown argument.First,
as already discussed, the 1898 Fashoda crisiswas a confrontation
between two
democracies,but the dovish nature of democracies and theirabilityto signal
peaceful intentionsplayed littleor no role in its outcome (and is not even
mentioned in their own account).101Second, to show how democracies and
nondemocracies interactin ways that lead the formerto use force preemptively,Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman offera briefcase study comparingthe
1967 and 1974 confrontations
between Greece and Turkeyover Cyprus. In 1967
the use of forcewas averted, but democraticTurkeyoccupied the disputed

advantage is large enough, A will preferto initiatethe
98. As they elaborate: "If the first-strike
use of forceratherthan risk being compelled to capitulate or to fightunder the most adverse
conditions. Thus, A's democratic institutionsmake it susceptible to exploitationand incline it
toward preemption."See Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman, Warand Reason,pp. 159-160.
99. See Randall L. Schweller,"Domestic Structureand PreventiveWar: Are the DemocraticStates
More Pacific?"WorldPolitics,Vol. 44, No. 1 (January1992),pp. 235-269; and Dan Reiter,"Exploding
Security,Vol. 20,
the Powder Keg Myth: PreemptiveWars Almost Never Happen," International
No. 2 (Fall 1995), pp. 5-34.
100. See, in particular,Bruce Russett, Graspingthe DemocraticPeace (Princeton,N.J.: Princeton
UniversityPress, 1995), pp. 86-93, 119-120; and JoanneGowa, Ballotsand Bullets(Princeton,N.J.:
PrincetonUniversityPress, forthcoming).
101. On Fashoda, see ChristopherLayne, "Kant or Cant"; and Susan Peterson,"The Lessons of
Vol. 5, No. 1 (Autumn 1995),
the Fashoda Crisis for Democratic Peace Theory,"Secuirity
Stutdies,
pp. 3-37.
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island in 1974. They argue thatthe absence of forcein 1967 and its employment
in 1974 are both consistentwith theirtheoreticalpredictions.
this case neitherconstitutesa rigoroustestnor offerspersuaUnfortunately,
sive support fortheirargument.The model predictsthatTurkeywill preempt
to preventGreece fromtakingadvantage of the domestic constraintson Turkey's use of force,yet theyofferno evidence demonstratingthatthisis in fact
the reason Turkeychose to act in 1974 but not in 1967. More important,this
case is a poor choice fortestingthispropositionbecause the democraticGreek
governmentwas overthrownby a militarycoup at the beginningof the 1967
crisis.Thus Greece was not a democracyin either1967 or 1974,yet Turkeydid
but did use forcein the second. Faced
not use forcein the firstconfrontation
with this clear challenge to the model, they argue that the Greek military
dictatorshipfaced domestic constraintsthat were "more typical of a democracy" (p. 162). This sort of flexiblecoding is the antithesisof scholarlyrigor,
and casts furtherdoubt on the empiricalvalidityof the model.
The Sino-IndianBorderWar.Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman also include a
case study of the Sino-Indian border war of 1962. Although this case is included to illustratea propositionabout the impact of shiftsin the balance of
power,theirexplanationforthe war is the same as the causal mechanismthey
depict for a war between a democracy and a nondemocracy.In theirwords:
"All the conditions for war were there. India believed China preferredto
capitulate rather than fightback. China knew India held this belief. China
sought negotiationand offeredconcessions,whereas India sought capitulation
or acquiescence. The Chinese were prepared to fightback, but India, a low
probability of success in war notwithstanding,pursued the use of force
throughits forwardpolicy.China ultimatelymetforcewithforce"(p. 202). This
is precisely the causal pattern suggested for a preemptive war begun by a
democracy against a nondemocraticchallenger;the only problem is that the
regime types are exactly the opposite of the ones depicted by the model! In
this case, China (a nondemocracy) is acting the way that theirmodel says a
democracyshould behave (i.e., it is reluctantto use forceand prefersnegotiation,but eventuallypreemptswhen pressed). India (a democracy)is actingthe
way the model says thatauthoritarianchallengerswill behave (i.e., it is trying
to take advantage of the other side's reluctanceto use force).Yet the contradictionis never explained.
Thus the three case studies they provide of democratic-democraticand
interactionseitherdo not support or actually condemocratic-nondemocratic
tradictthe predictionsof the model. The empiricalrecordis not being used to
testthe theory;it is being tailored to fitit.
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In sum, neitherthe quantitativeanalysis nor the case studies contained in
War and Reason provides compelling empirical support for the theoretical
neithertypeof testis performedin
model developed in thebook. Significantly,
an especially carefulor rigorousfashion-among otherthings,the case studies
themselvesappear to be based on a cursorynumberof historicalsources-and
littleeffortis made to test the model directly.Although Bueno de Mesquita
and Lalman are to be commended for stressingthe importance of empirical testing,theireffortdoes not achieve a high standard of scientificrigor.
EXAMPLE NO. 11. Emerson M.S. Niou, Peter C. Ordeshook, and Gregory F.
This book is an
Systems.102
Rose, The BalanceofPower:Stabilityin International
ambitiouseffortto formalizebalance-of-powertheory,and to testthe resulting
model throughan in-depthstudy of great power diplomacy.Unlike most of
the recentformalwork on securitytopics, which uses two-person,noncooperativegame theory,The BalanceofPowerrelies on n-person,cooperative game
theory.103
Although in many ways an exemplary study (the presentationis
reasonably clear and accessible, and the authors frequentlyacknowledge the
limitsof theirmodel), the empiricalresultsare not convincing.
which takes two
The central focus of the book is the concept of stability,
forms.System stabilityrefersto any distributionof resources in which none
of the "essential" memberscan be eliminatedby the others.Resource stability,
by contrast,refersto situationswherethereis no incentiveor capacityto alterthe
is under what
existingdistributionofresources.The centralquestion,therefore,
conditionswill a given internationalsystemexhibiteitherformof stability.104
To answer this question, Niou, Ordeshook, and Rose constructan n-person
model of the internationalsystem. The model assumes that states seek to
maximize their share of the system's resources while preservingtheir own
independence. It furtherassumes that (1) all states have perfectinformation,
(2) resources are infinitelydivisible and readily transferable,(3) states prefer
to gain additional resources throughnegotiationratherthan war, and (4) all

102. Emerson M.S. Niou, Peter C. Ordeshook, and GregoryF. Rose, The BalanceofPozver:Stability
Systems(Cambridge,U.K.: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1989).
in International
103. In cooperative game theory,players can communicate and make binding agreements;in
noncooperativegame theory,binding agreementsare forbiddenand communicationmay or may
not be permitted.A centralquestion forcooperative game theoryis what types of coalitions are
likely to formamong the players, as each seeks an arrangementthat will maximize theirown
utility.
104. A systemthat is "resource stable" is also "system stable" (afterall, eliminatingan essential
actor would by definitionalter the distributionof resources),but it may be possible to alter the
distributionof resourceswithouteliminatingan essential member.
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states grow at an equal rate.105The model yields a healthynumber of unsurprising results as well as a number of more interestingand counterintuitive
predictions.In particular,Niou, Ordeshook,and Rose demonstratethatsystem
and resource stabilitycan be achieved simultaneouslyonly when one state
controlsexactly50 percentof the resourcesin the system.
The basic logic is straightforward:
when one state has exactly50 percentof
the resources in the system,the othersmust cooperate with one anotherand
isolate it,because any furtherincrease in the strongeststate'sresourceswould
allow it to absorb the others.Paradoxically,this result implies that any state
(or coalition)thatis facingthe threatof eliminationcan avoid it by voluntarily
transferring
resourcesto thestrongeststateuntiltheotherstatecontrolsexactly
50 percent.Because all statesknow thatthis tacticis possible, certaindistributions of power may be resource stable if all members realize that they could
not unilaterallyimprove theirshare of resources(takinginto account how the
other members will respond). The model also implies that wars will never
occur,because rational states would preferto readjust resources throughnegotiationand voluntarytransfersratherthan throughthe use of force.
Niou, Ordeshook, and Rose testthe model throughan empiricalanalysis of
European great power diplomacy in the period 1870-1914. In contrastto the
statisticalprocedures used in War and Reason,theirstatisticalprocedures are
explicated clearlyand are generallyconvincing,and the historicalnarrativeis
based on an array of primary and secondary sources.106 What is lacking,
is a strongcorrespondencebetween the theoreticalmodel and
unfortunately,
the empiricalresults.107
First,the bulk of the empirical testinginvolves a comparison of the gains
fromdifferent
alliance combinations,measured by an index of materialcapabilities.The authorspredictthatstates will prefercoalitionsthatare just large
enough to win (meaningtheyare largerthanany combinationof the remaining
actors),while maximizingtheirown share of the overall alliance resources.108

105. Some of these assumptions are subsequently relaxed in order to analyze specificissues. In
chapter5, forexample, theyrelax the assumptionof equal growthin orderto investigatethe logic
of preventivewar.
106. In termsof pages, more than 25 percentof The BalanceofPoweris devoted to a discussion of
measurementprocedures,empiricaltests,and historicalnarratives.
107. For a judicious but telling critique of the Niou, Ordeshook, and Rose results,see Snyder,
"Alliances, Balance, and Stability."
108. Formally,theyshow thatif g(c) equals a state's gains fromalliance C and r(c) equals the total
resourcesin C (i.e., the sum of each member'scapabilities),then states in the systemwill choose
however,
allies in order to maximize g(c)/r(c). They do not necessarilyassume proportionality,
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They presenta series of tables summarizingthe gains fromdifferentalliance
combinations,and some of the results are clearly consistentwith the model.
these resultsdepend on a series of ad hoc restrictionsthat are
Unfortunately,
wholly separate fromthe earliertheoreticalanalyses, and alliances thatdo not
fitare explained by invoking other exogenous factors.Thus they arbitrarily
exclude the possibilityof a Franco-Germanalliance because of the conflictover
Alsace-Lorraine,and theyinvoke German "mistrust"of Russia to explain why
Germany chose a less profitablealliance with Austria. Similarly,Britain is
excluded in some cases because its interestsconflictedwith several potential
partners,even when the model predicts that these coalitions would have
broughtit greaterresources.Instead of vindicatingthe formalmodel, in short,
the empiricalanalysis ultimatelyrelies on ad hoc factorslike interest,revisionism, or ideology.
Second, the centralmechanismcontainedin the model-the voluntarytransferof resources fromdeclining state(s) to strongstates (up to the level of 50
percent of total resources)-is largely absent fromthe empirical discussion.
And when it does appear, the authors recognize thatthis mechanismis not a
realisticpossibility.Thus, although they mention that France and Germany
mighthave been broughttogetherby a German decision to relinquishAlsaceLorraine, they add that this step "would almost certainlyhave led to the
demise of the nascent German state" (p. 262). The absence of such transfers
fromthe empiricalaccount is not surprising,of course. Real states in the real
world are notoriouslyreluctantto transferresources (voluntarily)to more
powerfulrivals,and certainlynot on the scale thatis implied in the model.109
More generally,although the narrativein the empiricalchaptersis couched
in formalterms,thereis littledirectevidence showing thatpolicymakersmade
choices for the reasons depicted in the model. Such evidence may not be
entirelynecessaryto prove the worth of a formalexplanation,but a rigorous
effortto test the theorywould have sought at least some evidence indicating
thatstatesmade alliance choices or war decisions in roughlythe mannerthey
imply.Instead of using historyto test the model, in short,the model is used
to organize the historicalnarrative.

which means thata state mightin some circumstancesreceive gains largerthan its initialcontribution to the coalition.See Niou, Ordeshook, and Rose, BalanceofPower,p. 220.
109. It is also worthnotingthatterritorial
cessions have been decliningsteadilyover the past two
centuries,probablyas a consequence of the rise of nationalismand political participationin most
greatpowers.
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Finally,the historicalanalysis of World War I is unconvincing.Because the
model views war as inherentlyirrational,the outbreakof fightingin July1914
can be explained only by domestic politics, misperception,asymmetrical
growth,or some otherexogenous factor.Using the model and theirstatistical
analysis as a guide, Niou, Ordeshook, and Rose reject the view that World
War I was caused by Germanfearsof risingRussian power. Instead,theyargue
that it was in effecta preventivewar begun by Russia, intended to check the
rise of German power. As Germany approached preponderance,the model
says that it would be countered by a coalition of the rest. But because this
response was not possible (for various exogenous reasons), they argue that
Russia was forcedto choose the second-bestalternativeof preventivewar. Yet
theyofferno evidence thatkey Russian elites saw the Julycrisisas an opportunityforpreventivewar; on thecontrary,
thereis abundant historicalevidence
thatGermanywas the drivingforcethroughoutthe crisis.At best,the analysis
of World War I is not a rigoroustestof the model; at worst,it underscoresits
limitations.110
In sum, although the model is logicallyconsistentand the authors make an
admirable attemptto demonstrateits empirical value, The BalanceofPoweris
not a persuasive demonstrationof the power of formaltheory.Formalization
does not clarifythe argument and does not lead to new, well-confirmed
hypotheses,and the empiricalevidence does not support the main theoretical
claims. Althoughthe authors deserve praise fortheirambitious effortto combine rigorous formalanalysis with carefulhistoricalresearch,the resultscast
additional doubt on the claim that formaltheoryis an intrinsicallysuperior
approach to the study of internationalpolitics in general and securityaffairs
in particular.

Conclusion
Several conclusions may be drawn fromthis survey of formalrational choice
approaches to securitystudies. First,formaltheoryis most useful forenhancing the precisionof a theory,and forverifyingand refiningits deductive logic.
110. In contrastto theirbehavior in the 1909 Bosnian crisis,German officialsrepeatedlypressed
Austriato inflictharsh measures on Serbia in 1914. Key German officialswere also obsessed with
the specterof risingRussian power and the growingcohesion of the TripleEntente.As Chancellor
Theobald von BethmannHollweg put it in 1909, "The futurebelongs to Russia, as it grows and
weighs upon us like an ever-deepeningnightmare."See David G. Hermann,TheArmingofEurope
and theMakingoftheFirst WorldWar (Princeton,N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress, 1996), p. 214.
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This can be a valuable contribution,and provides ample justificationfor the
continueduse of formaltechniques.
Second, formalizationhas not led to powerfulnew explanationsofimportant
real-worldphenomena. For the most part, recentformalwork has tended to
take argumentsderived fromother scholars and place them in mathematical
form.Such effortshave helped qualify and refinethese existingtheories,but
the initialcreativeinsightshave generallycome fromscholarsemployingother
approaches.
Third,recentformalwork generallylacks rigorous empirical support. Formal theoristshave devoted relativelylittleeffortto testingtheirpropositions,
and the teststhey have provided are oftenunconvincing.Although thereare
good reasons to value formaltheory,in short,it should notbe seen as inherently
more valuable or "scientific"than otherwell-establishedresearchtraditions.
Taken together,these characteristicshelp explain why recentformalwork
has had relativelylittle to say about importantreal-world securityissues.
Although formaltechniques produce precise, logically consistentarguments,
theyoftenreston unrealisticassumptions and the resultsare rarelytranslated
into clear and accessible conclusions. And because many formalconjectures
are oftenuntested,policymakersand concernedcitizenshave no way of knowing if the argumentsare valid.
In this sense, much of the recentformalwork in securitystudies reflectsthe
"cult of irrelevance"that pervades much of contemporarysocial science. Instead of using theirexpertiseto address importantreal-worldproblems,academics often focus on narrow and trivial problems that may impress their
colleagues but are of littlepracticalvalue. If formaltheorywere to dominate
securitystudies as it has otherareas of political science, much of the scholarship in the fieldwould likelybe produced by people withimpressivetechnical
skills but littleor no substantiveknowledge of history,politics,or strategy.111
Such fields are prone to become "method-driven" rather than "problemdriven," as research topics are chosen not because they are importantbut
111. The field of economics offersa cautionarytale. A 1990 survey of elite economics graduate
programsreportedthat 68 percentof the studentsbelieved a "thoroughknowledge of the economy" was unimportantforprofessionalsuccess; indeed, only 3.4 percentthoughtsuch knowledge
was "very important."Similarly,the American Economic Association's commission on graduate
education warned in 1988 of "the extentto which graduate education in economics may have
become too removed fromreal economic problems.... graduate programsmay be turningout a
generationwithtoo many idiotssavants,skilled in techniquebut innocentof real economic issues."
See Arjo Klamer and David Colander, The MakingofEconomists(Boulder,Colo.: Westview,1990),
p. 18; and Mayer, TruthversusPrecisionin Economics,p. 159.
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because they are amenable to analysis by the reigning me'thode
du jour.112
Instead of being a source of independentcriticismand creative,socially useful
ideas, the academic world becomes an isolated communityengaged solely in
dialogue with itself.113
Throughoutmost of the postwar period, the field of securitystudies managed to avoid this danger. It has been theoreticallyand methodologically
diverse,but its agenda has been shaped more by real-worldproblemsthanby
methodological fads. New theoreticalor methodological innovations have
been broughtto bear on particularresearchpuzzles, but the field as a whole
has retainedconsiderable real-worldrelevance.
By contrast,recentformalwork in securitystudies has littleto say about
contemporarysecurity issues. Formal rational choice theorists have been
largelyabsent fromthe major internationalsecuritydebates of the past decade
(such as the nature of the post-Cold War world; the character,causes, and
strengthof the democraticpeace; the potentialcontributionof securityinstitutions; the causes of ethnicconflict;the futurerole of nuclear weapons; or the
impact of ideas and cultureon strategyand conflict).These debates have been
launched and driven primarilyby scholars using nonformalmethods, and
formaltheoristshave joined in only afterthe centralparameterswere established by others.114Thus one of the main strengthsof the subfieldof security
studies-namely, its close connectionto real-worldissues-could be lost ifthe
narrow tendencies of the modeling communitytook control of its research
agenda.
The solution should be obvious, however. Instead of embracing formal
rationalchoice theoryas the only true way to do science or seeking to banish
112. Even the mathematicaleconomistGerard Debreu, in a speech extollingthe virtuesof formalization, has warned that"the values imprintedon an economistby his study of mathematics...
do not play a silentrole: theymay play a decisive role. The very choice of the question to which
[a mathematicaleconomist] triesto find answers is influencedby his mathematicalbackground.
Thus thedangeris everpresentthatthepartofeconomicswill becomesecondary,
ifnot mnarginal
to that
judgement."See Debreu, "Mathematizationof Economic Theory,"pp. 4-5 (emphasis added).
113. For a practitioner'sviews, see David Newsom, "ForeignPolicy and Academia," ForeignPolicy,
No. 101 (Winter1995-96), pp. 52-67.
114. An interestingexample of this tendencyis Rui J.P.de Figueiredo,Jr.,and BarryR. Weingast,
"The Rationalityof Fear: PoliticalOpportunismand EthnicConflict,"in Barbara F. Walterand Jack
L. Snyder,eds., Civil War,Insecurity,
and Intervention
(New York:Columbia UniversityPress,1999),
which formalizesseveral earlierwritingson the originsof ethnicconflict.Theirmodel implies that
ethnicconflictis more likelywhen (1) endangered elites "gamble forresurrection"by stirringup
ethnichatred,(2) when the opposing groups act in ways thatappear to confirmthe elites' claims
thattheyare a threat,and (3) when the perceived cost of failingto heed these warningsis high.
In otherwords, ethnicconflictis more likelywhen one ethnicgroup has reason to believe thatthe
anothergroup is hostile and thatignoringthe potentialthreatmightbe fatal.
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it fromthe field,members of the securitystudies professionshould actively
striveto retainthe intellectualand methodologicaldiversityof our field.Just
as natural sciences profitfromthe fruitfulcollaborationof theoreticiansand
experimentalists,securitystudies should welcome contributionsfromformal
theory,large-N statisticalanalysis, historicalcase studies, and even the more
rigorousformsofinterpretiveor constructivist
analysis.115Althoughindividual
scholars will emphasize differenttechniques in their own work and place
differentvalues on the contributionsmade by each approach, the field as a
whole will be farricherif such diversityis retainedand esteemed.1"6
Given the
continuedrelevanceof securityissues and the tragicconsequences thataccompany ignorance,it would be irresponsibleto accept anythingless.
115. Hacking once again provides the appropriatecaution: "What is scientificmethod? Is it the
experimentalmethod?The question is wronglyposed. Why should therebe themethodof science?
There is not just one way to build a house, or even to grow tomatoes. We should not expect
something as motley as the growth of knowledge to be strapped to one methodology."See
Hacking, Representing
and Intervening,
p. 152.
116. As Peter C. Ordeshook has observed, "Regardless of the mathematicalrigorof our models,
we need to drop the view of science as an enterprisedirectedby academics armed with theorems
and lemmas or by experimentalistsscurryingabout in white smocks. Science proceeds less
coherently,
throughinductionand deduction informedby attemptsto be practicaland to manipulate real things,where those manipulations rely as much on experience,intuition,and creative
insightas on theory."See Ordeshook, "Engineeringor Science: What Is the Study of Politics?" in
CriticalReviezv,
Vol. 9, Nos. 1-2 (Winter-Spring1995),p. 180. See also thedefenseofmethodological
pluralismofferedby Gabriel A. Almond in "Separate Tables: Schools and Sects in PoliticalScience,"
PS: PoliticalScienceand Politics,Vol. 23, No. 4 (Fall 1988), pp. 828-842.

